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1.

General Information
1.1

Team Advisors and Mentors
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Name: Dr. Felix Ewere
Email: feewere@ncsu.edu
Phone: (919) 515-8381
Biography: Dr. Ewere is a teaching professor in the Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering department at North Carolina State University. He is currently teaching
Aerospace Senior Design and is the academic advisor for undergraduates pursuing an
Aerospace Engineering degree. Dr. Ewere holds a PhD in Mechanical Engineering and
a Master’s in Aerospace Engineering, both from the University of Alabama in
Huntsville. Dr. Ewere’s research interests are in the science and technology of the
combination of aerodynamics, structural mechanics, energy, and smart materials. His
recent works have focused on using aeroelastic instabilities on piezoelectric
structures for engineering applications. Recently, he received a patent for an airflow
sensor which mimics protuberances on a humpback whale flipper. Dr. Ewere is an
AIAA senior member and an ASME member.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Name: Alan Whitmore
Email: acwhit@nc.rr.com
Phone: (919) 929-5552
TRA Certification: 05945
Biography: Alan Whitmore first became involved in High Power Rocketry in 1997.
Since then, he has earned a Level 3 certification for both NAR and TRA. Since 2002,
Whitmore has served as the prefect of the Eastern North Carolina branch of TRA. In
2006, he was accepted as a member of the TRA Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) to
advise the TRA board of directors on the technical aspects of propellants,
constructions material, and recovery techniques. Whitmore is also a current member
of the NAR Level 3 Certification Committee (L3CC), allowing him to supervise
individual members throughout the process of designing, manufacturing, and flying
rockets for Level 3 certification for NAR and TRA. Whitmore was recently selected as
the chairman of the Tripoli Motor Testing Committee which is responsible for testing
and certifying all commercially manufactured hobby rocket motors made in the
United States.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Name: James (Jim) Livingston
Email: livingston@ec.rr.com
Phone: (910) 612-5858
TRA Certification: 02204
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v.

1.2

Biography: Jim Livingston joined TRA in 1993 and achieved his Level 3 certification in
1997. Since 1998, Livingston has served as a member of the TRA TAP and has
supervised more than 20 TRA members in achieving their Level 3 certifications. He
has also been involved in Tripoli research since 1997 and manufactures all the motors
he has flown (I through N sizes)

High-Powered Rocketry Club
High-Powered Rocketry Club (HPRC), team name “Tacho Lycos,” is an interdisciplinary student
organization within the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. The club,
founded in 2009, gives students an opportunity to learn and participate in real-world
engineering design and construction experience while participating in the annual Student
Launch (SL) competition hosted by NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville
Alabama. The club has an officer team that communicates with our mentors to supervise the
design, construction, testing and launch of high-powered rockets. While all club members
participate in all of these activities, the design process is run by a group of Aerospace
Engineering seniors who have chosen to participate in the SL competition to satisfy the
requirement of a senior capstone project. These seniors receive a final grade that relate to
the final competition score.

1.3

Safety Officer
i.
ii.
iii.

1.4

Name: Frances McBride
Email: fcmcbrid@ncsu.edu
Responsibilities: The safety officer for the 2021-2022 year will be Frances McBride.
Frances is a fourth-year senior in aerospace engineering. She has been a member of
High-Powered Rocketry Club for four years now. Frances is responsible for ensuring
the safe operation of lab tools and materials, including, but not limited to, drill
presses, hand tools bandsaws, power tools, flammable items, and hazardous
materials. Frances is required to attend all launches and to be always present during
construction of the launch vehicle, payload, or associated components. Additionally,
she is responsible for maintaining all lab space and equipment up to and exceeding
NASA, MAE, and Environmental Health and Safety standards. This includes, but is not
limited to, displaying proper safety information and documentation, maintaining safe
operation of a flame and hazardous materials cabinet, and stocking an appropriate
first aid kit. In the event that Frances is not present in the lab, an appropriately trained
team member will be appointed to perform all of Frances’ in-lab responsibilities,
including, but not limited to, ensuring proper usage of PPE, educating members on
proper equipment operation, and fostering a culture of safety within and outside of
the lab.

Student Team Leader
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Name: Sean Aiton
Email: sbaiton@ncsu.edu
Phone: (512) 769-4408
Responsibilities: Sean Aiton will act as the NC State University Student Team Leader
for the 2021-2022 NASA Student Launch competition. Sean also serves as the
2018 NASA Student Launch | Tacho Lycos
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president of HPRC, and as Team Lead for the Senior Design team, identified in Section
1.4. Sean is responsible for managing each of the subsystem teams, defined in Section
1.6 and project integration at the vehicle level.

1.4.1 Senior Design Team
The senior design team, as shown in Figure 1, consists of the Student Team Leader and 7
other senior design members. These members and their roles are described in further
detail below.

Fig ure 1-1

Senior Design Team 2021-2022

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Myers Harbinson
Subsystem: Structures
Biography and Responsibilities: Myers is a senior studying Aerospace Engineering. He
has had an internship at FTS Intl, an NRO contractor, in which he worked on a satellite
analysis, modeling, and planning tool. Additionally, he serves as an undergraduate
researcher in the NCSU composites design and manufacturing laboratory. He plans to
apply his knowledge of CAD and FEA to the structural design of the launch vehicle.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Haydn Spurrell
Subsystem: Aerodynamics
Biography and Responsibilities: Haydn is a senior aerospace engineering student with
a minor in business entrepreneurship. He has 3 years of experience with the club,
starting his sophomore year. Over the last summer, he interned at NASA's Glenn
Research Center working on Boundary Layer Ingestion Propulsion. Before that Haydn
worked with Dr. Gopalarathnam in the aerodynamics research group at NC State
studying ANSYS Fluent. Additionally, he is responsible for the design of the rocket,
2018 NASA Student Launch | Tacho Lycos
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running

aerodynamics simulations, and determining motor requirements.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: James Gillis
Subsystem: Recovery
Biography and Responsibilities: James is a senior studying Aerospace Engineering with
a minor in Industrial Engineering. In his free time, he enjoys biking, hiking, cooking,
and baking. As the recovery team lead, he makes sure the rocket is safe after motor
burnout.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Sailor Koeplinger
Subsystem: Payload Electronics, Communication and Data (ECD)
Biography and Responsibilities: Sailor is a senior in Aerospace Engineering with
minors in mathematics and physics. He started his internship with NASA Langley
Research Center in the summer of 2021 and is continuing part-time through the Fall.
He has academic interests in fluids and computational methods. Outside of
academics, he enjoys performing trumpet in university bands and playing video
games. Sailor is in charge of the payload electronics, communication, data, and makes
sure the payload is able to interact with the ground station.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Lindsey Jacobson
Subsystem: Payload Integration
Biography and Responsibilities: Lindsey is a senior studying Aerospace Engineering
with a minor in Industrial Engineering. She has had two internships at NASA
Headquarters working on systems engineering and risk management for the James
Webb Space Telescope Program. Lindsey studies engineering design theory and
methodology as an Undergraduate Research Assistant in the System Design
Optimization Lab. In her free time, she enjoys cooking, hiking, reading, and playing
tennis. Within this team, Lindsey plans to apply her knowledge of systems engineering
and design methodology to ensure that all payload subsystems integrate well with
one another and with the launch vehicle.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Trey McCarter
Subsystem: Payload Structure
Biography and Responsibilities: Trey is a senior studying Aerospace Engineering. He
works in the wind tunnel at NC State doing research on Propeller-Wing aerodynamics.
In is free time, he enjoys playing board games, reading books, and being outside. Trey
plans to use his experience with research along with what has been taught at NC State
to design the and build the lander that will jettison from the rocket.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Nick Maier
Subsystem: Payload Imaging
Biography and Responsibilities: Nick is a senior studying Aerospace Engineering. He
works in the NC State anechoic chamber as an Undergraduate Researcher studying
the aeroacoustics of off-the-shelf, small-scale propellers for UAVs/drones and their
various applications. In his free time, he enjoys playing board and video games with
his friends, watching movies, and hiking. Nick plans to use his experience in learning
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new skills and problem solving for research to develop the imaging techniques and
software needed for this project.

1.5

Leadership Team Organization
For the 2021-2022 school year, the team leadership team consists of two major groups: Senior
Design and Club Officers. Both groups are responsible for different aspects of the team’s
operation but together oversee the undergraduate students as they participate in the SL
project. Senior Design team members and their responsibilities are listed in Section 2.4. Club
officers and their duties are listed below
i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Sean Aiton
Position: Club President
Biography and Responsibilities: Sean is a senior in Aerospace Engineering and is a
resident advisor at NC State. When he is not working on rockets, he enjoys hiking and
playing video games. As Club president, he leads the club as we participate in the
Student Launch Challenge and helps plan club activities and promote the club around
campus.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Meredith Patterson
Position: Vice President
Biography and Responsibilities: Meredith is a 4th year majoring in Aerospace
Engineering with a minor in physics. She was an intern at NASA Langley Research
Center in 2020 and a research assistant at NC State’s Supersonic Wind tunnel in 2021.
As the club’s vice president, she organizes club activities unrelated to NASA Student
Launch such as interest launch, experimental payloads, and relaunch projects, and
assists the President and other officers with club management.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Frances McBride
Position: Safety Officer
Biography and Responsibilities: Frances is a senior in Aerospace Engineering. Her
responsibilities as safety officer include generating safety documentation and risk
analysis, assisting in the creation and implementation of safety standards, and
monitoring lab and launch safety practices. She hopes to continue efforts to make
safety documentation available for all members.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Emma McDonald
Position: Secretary
Biography and Responsibilities: Emma is a junior in Mechanical Engineering. This is
her second year with the club and first time as the secretary. She took on the role of
Safety Officer for the 2021 spring semester and hopes to continue to grow the club
through effective communication and sponsorships. As the club secretary, she is
responsible for creating a network of communication within and outside the club,
including sending weekly newsletters, seeking out sponsors, and being the team’s
liaison.

i.
ii.

Name: Shaan Stephen
Position: Treasurer
2018 NASA Student Launch | Tacho Lycos
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1.6

iii.

Biography and Responsibilities: Shaan is a junior in aerospace engineering and has
been in this club since he started at NC State. He is originally from Austin, Texas, but
moved to Cary in 2011 and has lived here ever since. As the club treasurer, he keeps
track of all the money spent in the club. Whenever a senior design member or officer
needs something bought, he is the one that goes out and buys it and keeps track of
all the purchases. Shaan is also in charge of getting the grants and other income
sources into the club, which involves making proposals and spreadsheets to prove we
are
a
legitimate
organization.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Mike Pudlo
Position: Outreach Officer
Biography and Responsibilities: Mike is currently a Junior in aerospace engineering
with a minor in physics. This will be his 3rd year in the club and his second year serving
as the Outreach Lead. Outside of NASA Student Launch, he is currently working on
building a rocket to earn his Level 1 Certification. Additionally, Mike is also an active
member of the NCSU chapter of Tau Beta Pi. As the outreach officer, he leads the
team's outreach program. This year the team’s goal is to expand outreach to involve
as many students of all ages as possible. Mike reaches out to schools and
organizations where team members can provide STEM outreach opportunities, as
well
as
lead
most
outreach
events.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Abhi Kondagunta
Position: Webmaster
Biography and Responsibilities: Abhi is currently a Senior in Materials Science and
Engineering with a minor in Chemical Engineering. He is currently working towards a
Level 2 Tripoli Certification for his personal rockets. Outside of rocketry, he enjoys
reading and playing board games. As the club webmaster, he is responsible for
keeping the website up to date and gathering all the club information in a singular
place.

i.
ii.
iii.

Name: Ashwin Sivayogan
Position: Social Media Officer
Biography and Responsibilities: Ashwin is a junior in Aerospace Engineering. His
responsibility as Social Media Officer includes managing HPRC's social media
presence, taking pictures of club members and events, and reminding members of
club events such as launches and meetings. He hopes to use social media as a
platform to showcase all the wonderful work we do here and get people excited
about rocketry.

Subsystem Definition
The team has several different subsystems to help better manage all of the responsibilities
that the team will have this year. Each subsystem is responsible for a set of requirements as
noted in the “Subsystem Allocation” column in the Requirements verification matrix. The
team has been broken into the following subsystems:
2018 NASA Student Launch | Tacho Lycos
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Safety
Aerodynamics
Structures
Recovery
Payload ECD
Payload Integration
Payload Structure
Payload Imaging

The project management team is responsible for keeping the team schedule and
mitigating any problems that might arise throughout the year. The project management
team is led by the Team Lead, Sean Aiton. The safety team is responsible for maintaining
safe environments both in the lab and at the launch field. The safety sub team is also
responsible for writing the safety documentation. This team is led by our safety officer,
Frances McBride. The aerodynamics team is responsible for creating flight simulations
and for monitoring how various design decisions affect stability margin and apogee. The
aerodynamics team is led by Senior Design member, Haydn Spurrell. The structures team
is responsible for picking the material, the testing, and the construction of the rockets.
The structure team is led by senior design member, Myers Harbinson. The recovery team
is responsible for all aspects of our recovery system, including everything from altimeters
to parachutes. This team is led by senior design member, James Gillis. The payload team
is responsible for all aspects of the system that will be used to locate the rocket upon
landing. The payload ECD team, led by senior design member Sailor Koeplinger, is
responsible for collecting and communicating the data that is collected by the payload
systems. The Payload Integration team, led by senior design member Lindsey Jacobson,
is responsible for retaining and deploying the payload systems in the rocket and making
sure the payload fits seamlessly with the rocket. The payload structure team, led by Trey
McCarter, is responsible for the design of the planetary lander. The payload imaging team,
led by Nick Maier, is responsible for all aspects of the imaging and image processing
system aboard our payload systems.

1.7

Local NAR/TRA Chapter Information
The NC State University Student launch team will be working with the Tripoli East NC
prefecture (TRA Prefecture 65). Joe Hill is the prefecture for this chapter. His qualifications
are TRA#12485 and he is also TRA Level 3 certified. Alan Whitmore, whose qualifications are
mentioned in Section 1.1, is responsible for the purchase and the storage of all motors for
vehicle launches during the competition. All motors are purchased after his approval and are
stored under his specific safety requirements. On launch day, motors are assembled under
Alan’s supervision. Jim Livingston, whose qualification are also mentioned in Section 1.1, is
also Level 3 certified with TRA, and is also qualified to supervise the storage, assembly, and
installation of our motors. Alan and Jim will also serve as our mentors and review designs and
documents for the NC State University team.

1.8

Time Spent on Proposal
Including time penton brainstorming, attending meetings, and writing this document, the
team spent approximately 159 hours on the proposal.
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2.

Facilities and Equipment
2.1

Description

The team uses the MAE Student Fabrication Lab (referred to as the “Rocketry Lab”) in
Room 2003, Engineering Building III. This workspace is equipped with a small drill press, belt
sander, band saw, 3D printer, and handheld power tools. Club members who have completed
specialized training also have access to the Entrepreneurship Initiative Garage, located in the
Partners I building on NC State’s Centennial Campus. The Garage is equipped with a laser cutter
and assorted handheld power tools.
The club also has access to a high-precision machine shop in Engineering Building III. The machine
shop supervisor, John Cameron, can take machining requests and deliver the product within
approximately one week. The Club also has access to the Structures Lab in Engineering Building
III, which allows for structural testing to be performed using a tensile and compressive loading
machine.

2.2

Hours of Accessibility

The Rocketry Lab in 2003 Engineering Building III is open:
Monday – Sunday: 6 am – 12 am

for undergraduate student leader and senior design access.
The Entrepreneurship Initiative Garage:
Monday - Wednesday: 8:30 am – 4:30 pm
Thursday – Friday: 11 am – 7 pm
All other facilities listed in Section 2.1 require specific approval and a scheduled appointment for
use.

2.3

Necessary Personnel

The club safety officer, identified in Section 1.4, must be present for all construction or testing
conducted in the Rocketry Lab. Dr. Jaideep Pandit, MAE Lab Director, must be present for any use
of the Structures Lab. Amos Tucker, Research Operations Manager, must be present for any use
of the precision machine shop.

2.4

Available Equipment

The team has access to a wide variety of tools, equipment, and supplies for use throughout the
design and construction process. The team has access to a drill press with 12 inches of travel, a
scroll saw, a band saw, a belt sander, and a soldering iron. Each of these are low power tabletop
tools with lockout keys to prevent unauthorized use. The team also has access to a DeWalt 18V
drill, a DeWalt jigsaw, a Dremel 4300 rotary tool, a Rigid oscillating cutting tool, and a Wagner
heat gun. These tools are all handheld and stored in a locking storage cabinet to regulate their
usage. The Rocketry Lab is equipped with compressed air lines which are used for the vacuum
bagging of composite layups. The team has access to an assortment of hand tools, including files,
screwdrivers, wrenches, cutting implements, and clamps. The team also has a SeeMeCNC Rostock
Max V2 3D printer which is used for prototyping and the production of small, non-load bearing
components. As discussed in Section 2.1, the team has access to additional equipment such as
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laser cutters, tensile testing machines, and high-precision machining equipment in other spaces
on the NC State campus.

2.5

Supplies Required

A preliminary list of materials required to design and build the launch vehicle and payload is
available in Section 6.2. In addition to these materials, the team already owns some components,
such as parachutes, altimeters, aircraft-grade birch plywood, black powder, a Raspberry Pi, and
an Arduino Uno. Additionally, the team requires safety equipment in the form of safety glasses,
nitrile gloves, and dust masks. This PPE is purchased in bulk and made available to all club
members when working in the lab. The team also requires several software packages throughout
the competition. The team has access to the Microsoft Office suite of applications, along with
SolidWorks, ANSYS, and MATLAB through university licenses. The team has purchased a license
for RockSim, which is used for launch vehicle flight simulations. Finally, the team has an
educational license for Asana, a Kanban board and task management application.
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3.

Safety
3.1

Safety Requirements
Ta ble 3-1

2021-2022 NASA Student Safety Requirements

Req No

SHALL Statement

Success Criteria

Verification
Method

Subsytem
Allocation

Results

5.1

Each team shall use a launch
and safety checklist. The
final checklists will be
included in the FRR report
and used during the LRR and
any Launch Day operations.

Launch and safety checklists are included in FRR
and are used during all launch activities.

Validation of
Records

Safety

Not Verified

5.2

Each team shall identify a
student safety officer who
will be responsible for all
items in section 5.3.

The Safety Officer, Frances McBride, was
identified in Section 4.1 of this document.

Demonstration;
Validation of
Records

Safety

Verified

5.3

The role and responsibilities
of the safety officer shall
include, but are not limited
to monitoring team
activities, implementing
safety procedures,
maintaining safety
documentation, and assist in
the writing of the team’s
hazard analyses, failure

The Safety Officer, Frances McBride, upholds all
responsibilities detailed in Safety Requirement
5.3.

Demonstration;
Validation of
Records

Safety

Verified
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modes analyses, and
procedures.

5.4

5.5

During test flights, teams
shall abide by the rules and
guidance of the club’s RSO.
The allowance of certain
vehicle configurations
and/or payloads at the NASA
Student Launch does not
give authority for teams to
fly those vehicle
configurations at other club
launches.

Clearance is given by the RSO to fly the launch
vehicle and payload configurations detailed in
this document, the proposal.

Demonstration

Safety

Not Verified

Teams shall abide by all rules
set forth by the FAA.

The team’s plan to follow FAA airspace and
general guidelines for high power rocketry is
detailed in section 4 of this document. The team
follows this plan.

Demonstration;
Validation of
Records

Safety

Not Verified
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3.2

Safety Plan/Agreement

3.2.1 Students Responsible
Frances McBride is serving as the 2021-2022 Safety Officer for HPRC. She is a fourth
year studying aerospace engineering. Frances is responsible for overseeing safety of lab and
launch activities, generating accurate and comprehensive documentation, and ensuring
safety plan completion. Additionally, team members trained by Frances, named “safety
sheriffs”, will be trained in accident avoidance, emergency management, and execution of lab
procedures. These “safety sheriffs” will assist in the maintenance of lab safety practices and
procedures.

3.2.2 Facilities/Hazardous Materials Involved + Risk Assessment
The High-Powered Rocketry Club’s lab is in room 2003 of Engineering Building III on North
Carolina State University’s centennial campus. Fabrication of launch vehicles and payload
components takes place in this lab with the use of in-lab tools and materials. Below, tables of
hazardous tools, equipment, and materials are provided along with associated preliminary
risks assessment and proposed mitigations.

Table 3-2

Hazardous Materials

Hazardous Material

Manufacturer

Hazard Type

Black Powder

Goex

Flammable, Explosive

105 Epoxy Resin

West System

206 Epoxy Hardener

West System

406 Colloidal Silica

West System

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Klean Strip

Skin, lung, and eye
irritant; Carcinogen;
Toxic if Ingested
Skin, lung, and eye
irritant; Carcinogen;
Toxic if Ingested
Skin, lung, and eye
irritant; Carcinogen;
Toxic if Ingested
Carcinogen,
Corrodent,
Flammable

Storage
Store in a cool, dry
place. Keep away
from flames, fire
starters, and heat.
Store in a cool, dry
place. Keep wellventilated.
Store in a cool, dry
place. Keep wellventilated.
Store in a cool, dry
place. Keep wellventilated.
Store in a cool, dry
place. Keep away
from flames, fire
starters, and heat.
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Ta ble 3-3

Hazardous Tools and Equipment

Tool
Bandsaw
Belt Sander
Dremel
Drill Press

Location
Tool island
Tool island
Tool cabinet
Tool island

Ta ble 3-4

A
Very Unlikely
B
Unlikely
C
Likely
D
Very Likely

Table 3-5
Hazard

LS Before
Mitigation

Exposure to bodily
irritants from exposure to
hazardous materials

4C

Skin
puncture/bruising due to
working improperly with
power tools

3C

Exposure to COVID-19
due to co-working in
close contact

4D

Launch vehicle
instabilities resulting
from stability margins
outside the realm of 2.0

2B

Eyeglasses, particle mask

Table of Likelihood and Severity
1
Low Risk

Likelihood of
Occurrence

PPE Required

Level of Severity
2
3
Medium Risk
High Risk

4
Severe Risk

1A

2A

3A

4A

1B

2B

3B

4B

1C

2C

3C

4C

1D

2D

3D

4D

Preliminary Risk Analysis
Mitigation
Situationally appropriate PPE shall be
provided to team members working with
hazardous materials; Team members are
instructed on proper use of PPE before
fabrication begins.
Safety briefings are conducted regularly to
inform members of proper procedure;
Only trained team members are permitted
to use power tools.
Masks that cover the nose and mask are
required of team members working
together in the same space; 6-foot
separation is required of team members in
the lab.
RockSim, a rocket simulation software, is
used to accurately calculate the stability
margin; Launch vehicle stability is
confirmed via measurement immediately
prior to launch

LS After
Mitigation

2B

2B

2B

1B
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Premature energetics
detonation resulting from
improper
handling/storage

2C

NAR/TRA personnel will handle the
purchase, storage, and assembly of launch
vehicle motors; Components holding black
powder are placed in static-free bags
during transport and stored in the flame
cabinet when not in use.

2A

3.2.3 Team Member Safety Agreement
All team members are required to abide by the following rules when designing,
fabricating, or launching competition materials. Team members are to understand that:
1.
Range safety inspections will be conducted on each rocket before it is
flown. Each team shall comply with the determination of the safety inspection
or may be removed from the program.
2.
The Range Safety Officer has the final say on all rocket safety issues.
Therefore, the Range Safety Officer has the right to deny the launch of any
rocket for safety reasons.
3.
The team mentor is ultimately responsible for the safe flight and
recovery of the team’s rocket. Therefore, a team will not fly a rocket until the
mentor has reviewed the design, examined the build, and is satisfied the rocket
meets established amateur rocketry design and safety guidelines.
4.
Any team that does not comply with the safety requirements will not be
allowed to launch their rocket.
Additionally, team members will agree to the following club-specific rules and
regulations regarding safe operational practices. Team members shall:
1.
Respect all safety documentation posted in the lab.
2.
Wear appropriate PPE as provided/instructed.
3.
Practice masking up and social distancing to slow the spread of COVID19.
4.
Operate only tools and equipment for which team members have
received appropriate training.
5.
Create a safe and welcoming environment for all fellow members.
Safety is an integral part of ensuring the wellbeing of HPRC’s members and contributing
to successful flights of launch components. Those who sign this document and agree to
the above statements agree to uphold HPRC’s and NASA’s commitment to safer
engineering practices.

3.3

NAR/TRA Personnel Procurement and Performance Plan

NAR/TRA Personnel will assist the club in purchasing all energetics, including black powder and
launch vehicle motors through a commercially available source. These energetics will be stored in
the flame cabinet in the HPRC lab.
In addition to the procurement of high-power rocket motors and dangerous explosives, NAR/TRA
personnel will assist members of HPRC with upholding the NAR High Power Rocket Safety Code,
detailed below:

3.3.1 NAR High Power Rocket Safety Code
1. Certification. I will only fly high power rockets or possess high power rocket motors that
are within the scope of my user certification and required licensing.
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2. Materials. I will use only lightweight materials such as paper, wood, rubber, plastic,
fiberglass, or when necessary ductile metal, for the construction of my rocket.
3. Motors. I will use only certified, commercially made rocket motors, and will not tamper
with these motors or use them for any purposes except those recommended by the
manufacturer. I will not allow smoking, open flames, nor heat sources within 25 feet of
these motors.
4. Ignition System. I will launch my rockets with an electrical launch system, and with
electrical motor igniters that are installed in the motor only after my rocket is at the launch
pad or in a designated prepping area. My launch system will have a safety interlock that is in
series with the launch switch that is not installed until my rocket is ready for launch and will
use a launch switch that returns to the “off” position when released. The function of
onboard energetics and firing circuits will be inhibited except when my rocket is in the
launching position.
5. Misfires. If my rocket does not launch when I press the button of my electrical launch
system, I will remove the launcher’s safety interlock or disconnect its battery and will wait
60 seconds after the last launch attempt before allowing anyone to approach the rocket.
6. Launch Safety. I will use a 5-second countdown before launch. I will ensure that a
means is available to warn participants and spectators in the event of a problem. I will
ensure that no person is closer to the launch pad than allowed by the accompanying
Minimum Distance Table. When arming onboard energetics and firing circuits I will ensure
that no person is at the pad except safety personnel and those required for arming and
disarming operations. I will check the stability of my rocket before flight and will not fly it if
it cannot be determined to be stable. When conducting a simultaneous launch of more than
one high power rocket I will observe the additional requirements of NFPA 1127.
7. Launcher. I will launch my rocket from a stable device that provides rigid guidance until
the rocket has attained a speed that ensures a stable flight, and that is pointed to within 20
degrees of vertical. If the wind speed exceeds 5 miles per hour, I will use a launcher length
that permits the rocket to attain a safe velocity before separation from the launcher. I will
use a blast deflector to prevent the motor’s exhaust from hitting the ground. I will ensure
that dry grass is cleared around each launch pad in accordance with the accompanying
Minimum Distance table and will increase this distance by a factor of 1.5 and clear that area
of all combustible material if the rocket motor being launched uses titanium sponge in the
propellant.
8. Size. My rocket will not contain any combination of motors that total more than 40,960
N-sec (9208 pound-seconds) of total impulse. My rocket will not weigh more at liftoff than
one-third of the certified average thrust of the high-power rocket motor(s) intended to be
ignited at launch.
9. Flight Safety. I will not launch my rocket at targets, into clouds, near airplanes, nor on
trajectories that take it directly over the heads of spectators or beyond the boundaries of
the launch site and will not put any flammable or explosive payload in my rocket. I will not
launch my rockets if wind speeds exceed 20 miles per hour. I will comply with Federal
Aviation Administration airspace regulations when flying and will ensure that my rocket will
not exceed any applicable altitude limit in effect at that launch site.
10. Launch Site. I will launch my rocket outdoors, in an open area where trees, power lines,
occupied buildings, and persons not involved in the launch do not present a hazard, and that
is at least as large on its smallest dimension as one-half of the maximum altitude to which
rockets are allowed to be flown at that site or 1500 feet, whichever is greater, or 1000 feet
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for rockets with a combined total impulse of less than 160 N-sec, a total liftoff weight of less
than 1500 grams, and a maximum expected altitude of less than 610 meters (2000 feet).
11. Launcher Location. My launcher will be 1500 feet from any occupied building or from
any public highway on which traffic flow exceeds 10 vehicles per hour, not including traffic
flow related to the launch. It will also be no closer than the appropriate Minimum Personnel
Distance from the accompanying table from any boundary of the launch site.
12. Recovery System. I will use a recovery system such as a parachute in my rocket so that
all parts of my rocket return safely and undamaged and can be flown again, and I will use
only flame-resistant or fireproof recovery system wadding in my rocket.
13. Recovery Safety. I will not attempt to recover my rocket from power lines, tall trees, or
other dangerous places, fly it under conditions where it is likely to recover in spectator areas
or outside the launch site, nor attempt to catch it as it approaches the ground.
Finally, NAR/TRA personnel are responsible for assisting club members in the assembly of energetic
materials.

3.4

Briefing Plan for Accident Avoidance

Prior to every launch, the safety officer conducts a launch safety presentation that informs all
members present on launch day of personnel procedures, safety requirements, and common
practices for ensuring successful launch without personnel injury. All team members who plan to
attend the weekend’s launch are required to attend this safety briefing either in-person or via zoom.
Those who plan to attend the launch but fail to attend the safety briefing become ineligible to
attend launch.
Prior to working with lab tools and equipment, team members are briefed in a similar fashion by the
safety officer on the proper PPE and procedures to be used while working with hazardous tools,
equipment, and materials in the lab. Detailed instructions are given on how to epoxy, use power
tools, and measure explosives while ensuring maximum personnel safety.

3.5

Including Safety in Documentation

3.5.1 NAR High Power Rocket Safety Code
Thorough hazard analyses will be performed in competition documents through the use of
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), risk assessment tables, and Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA).
3.5.1.1
FMEA
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis, or FMEA tables, will be used to show the relationship between
hazards, their causes, and their effects. These tables will also demonstrate an understanding of
the types of mitigations needed to lower the likelihood and severity of these hazards and the
verifications needed to ensure these mitigations are put into practice in effective ways. FMEA
tables will be split into several sections representing failure modes of all launch vehicle
components, personnel hazard analyses, and environmental hazard analyses.

3.5.1.2
Risk Assessment Table
Risk assessment tables will be made for each FMEA table. An example of a risk assessment table
is represented below in Figure 3-6. Each hazard will have a hazard label, and each label will have
a corresponding place on the risk assessment table. These tables will help visualize which
subsystems have high concentrations of hazards in orange and red zones. This will help the team
focus on where the most mitigations are needed.
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Table 3-6

Risk Assessment Table for Arbitrary Launch Vehicle FMEA Table

3.5.1.3
Fault Tree Analysis
Lastly, high-level Fault Tree Analysis of the payload and launch vehicle systems will be performed.
These simple diagrams will help contextualize potential failure modes of each system and how
those failure modes are related, something that FMEA tables largely fail to capture.

3.6

Lab Safety Handbook

3.6.1 Federal, State, and Local Law Compliance Plan
The High-Powered Rocketry Club is committed to upholding all laws regarding safe use of
airspace. NAR/TRA personnel present and assisting at competition launches will ensure clear
airspace and safe launching conditions on launch days.

3.6.2 Federal Aviation Regulations 14 CFR, Subchapter F, Part 101, Subpart C
The subpart of the Federal Aviation Regulations concerning the launch of high-powered rockets
details where and when high-powered rocket launches can take place, and how they should be
operated. The team will comply with all FAA regulations listed in this document, and will not
operate a high-powered rocket:
a. At any altitude where clouds or obscuring phenomena of more than five-tenths
coverage prevails;
b. At any altitude where the horizontal visibility is less than five miles;
c. Into any cloud;
d. Between sunset and sunrise without prior authorization from the FAA;
e. Within 9.26 kilometers (5 nautical miles) of any airport boundary without prior
authorization from the FAA;
f. In controlled airspace without prior authorization from the FAA;
g. Unless you observe the greater of the following separation distances from any
person or property that is not associated with the operations:
i.Not less than one-quarter the maximum expected altitude;
ii.457 meters (1,500 ft.);
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h. Unless a person at least eighteen years old is present, is charged with ensuring
the safety of the operation, and has final approval authority for initiating highpower rocket flight; and
i. Unless reasonable precautions are provided to report and control a fire caused
by rocket activities.

3.6.3 NFPA 1127 Code for High Power Rocketry
The NFPA 1127 Code for High Power Rocketry establishes guidelines for the safe operation of
high-powered rockets. These codes are put in place to protect users as well as the general public,
and to minimize injury and deaths related to high-powered rocketry. Topics such as certification,
pre-flight inspection, motor installation and components, payloads, and others are covered in this
document. The team will comply with the guidelines listed in this document during all launch
activities
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4.

Technical Design
4.1

General Requirements
Table 4-1

Req No

SHALL Statement

2021-2022 NASA Student General Requirements

Success Criteria

Verification
Method

Subsystem
Allocation

Status

Status
Description

NASA 1.1

NASA 1.2

Students on the team SHALL
do 100% of the project,
including design,
construction, written reports,
presentations, and flight
preparation with the
exception of assembling the
motors and handling black
powder or any variant of
ejection charges, or
preparing and installing
electric matches (to be done
by the team’s mentor).
Teams will submit new work.
Excessive use of past work
will merit penalties.

The students of the High-Powered Rocketry Club
at NC State design and construct a solution to the
requirements as listed in the Student Launch
Handbook using new and original work.

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

The team SHALL provide and
maintain a project plan to
include, but not limited to
the following items: project

The project management team, including the
team lead, vice president, treasurer, secretary,
safety officer, webmaster, and social media lead

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD
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milestones, budget and
community support,
checklists, personnel
assignments, STEM
engagement events, and
risks and mitigations.
NASA 1.3

NASA 1.4

NASA
1.4.1

manage the project planning tasks pertaining to
this requirement.

Foreign National (FN) team
members SHALL be identified
by the Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) and may or
may not have access to
certain activities during
Launch Week due to security
restrictions. In addition, FN’s
may be separated from their
team during certain activities
on site at Marshall Space
Flight Center.

The team lead will identify and report any
Foreign National (FN) team members in the PDR
milestone document.

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

The team SHALL identify all
team members who plan to
attend Launch Week
activities by the Critical
Design Review (CDR).

The team lead will identify and report the team
members that will attend the launch week by
January 3, 2022, with the submission of CDR
milestone documentation

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

Team Members attending
competition SHALL include
students actively engaged in
the project throughout the
entire year

The project management team will identify the
students that have been engaged throughout the
year to be invited to launch week activities

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD
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NASA
1.4.2

Team
Members
SHALL
The team lead will invite the mentor listed in
include One mentor (see
section 1.2 to attend launch week activities
requirement 1.13).

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

NASA
1.4.3

Team Members SHALL
include no more than two
adult educators.

The team lead will invite the adult educator listed
in section 1.2 to attend launch week activities

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TVD

NASA 1.5

The team SHALL engage a
minimum of 250 participants
in direct educational, handson science, technology,
engineering, and
mathematics (STEM)
activities. These activities can
be conducted in-person or
virtually. To satisfy this
requirement, all events must
occur between project
acceptance and the FRR due
date. A template of the STEM
Engagement Activity Report
can be found on pages 40-43.

The outreach lead implements STEM engagement
plans with K12 student groups throughout the
project lifecycle. The outreach lead submits all
STEM Engagement Activity Reports within two
weeks of the conclusion of the event.

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

See Section
5.1

The team SHALL establish
and maintain a social media
presence to inform the public
about team activities

The webmaster and social media officer will
together maintain our website and social media
platforms to inform the public about all activities
that the team performs throughout the year. Our
social media platforms include, but not limited to:
our club website, Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

NASA 1.6
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NASA 1.7

NASA 1.8

NASA 1.9

NASA 1.10

Teams SHALL email all
deliverables to the NASA
project management team
by the deadline specified in
the handbook for each
milestone. In the event that a
deliverable is too large to
attach to an email, inclusion
of a link to download the file
will be sufficient.

The team lead sends all deliverables to the NASA
project management team prior to each specified
deadline. In the event that the deliverable is too
large, the webmaster posts the document on the
team's website, and the team lead sends the
NASA project management team a link to the file.

The team lead converts all deliverables to PDF
All deliverables SHALL be in
format prior to submission to the NASA project
PDF format.
management team
In every report, teams SHALL
provide a table of contents
The team lead creates and manages a Table of
including major sections and Contents in each milestone report.
their respective sub-sections.
In every report, the team
SHALL include the page
number at the bottom of the
page.

NASA 1.11 The team SHALL provide any
computer equipment
necessary to perform a video
teleconference with the
review panel. This includes,
but is not limited to, a

Inspection

Project
Management

Inspection

Project
Management

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD

Verified

This report
is submitted
in PDF
format.

Verified

See Table of
contents
above.

For each milestone report, the team uses a
document template which includes page
numbers at the bottom of each page.

Inspection

Project
Management

Verified

See the
numbering
at the
bottom of
this page.

Each team member participating in the video
teleconference acquires the necessary equipment
for them to perform a video teleconference with
the review panel.

Inspection

Project
Management

Not Verified

TBD
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computer system, video
camera, speaker telephone,
and a sufficient Internet
connection. Cellular phones
should be used for
speakerphone capability only
as a last resort.
NASA 1.12 All teams attending Launch
Week SHALL be required to
use the launch pads provided
by Student Launch’s launch
services provider. No custom
pads will be permitted at the
NASA Launch Complex. At
launch, 8-foot 1010 rails and
12-foot 1515 rails will be
provided. The launch rails
will be canted 5 to 10
degrees away from the
crowd on Launch Day. The
exact cant will depend on
Launch Day wind conditions.

The aerodynamics lead designs a launch vehicle
to be launched from either an 8-foot 1010 rail or
a 12- foot 1515 rail. The structures lead fabricates
the launch vehicle according to this design.

Inspection

Aerodynamics;
Structures

Not Verified

TBD

Each team SHALL identify a
“mentor.”

The team lead identifies qualified community
members to mentor team members throughout
the design process.

Inspection

Project
Management

Verified

See Section
1.1

NASA 1.14 Teams SHALL track and
report the number of hours
spent working on each
milestone.

The team reports the number of hours spent on
each milestone in the associated milestone
report.

Inspection

Project
Management

Verified

See Section
1.8

NASA 1.13
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4.2

Vehicle Requirements
Table 4-2

2021-2022 NASA Student Vehicle Requirements
Success Criteria

Verification
Method

Subsystem
Allocation

Status

Status
Description

Req No

SHALL Statement

NASA 2.1

The vehicle SHALL deliver the
payload to an apogee altitude
between 4,000 and 6,000 feet above
ground level (AGL). Teams flying
below 4,000 feet or above 6,000 feet
on their competition launch will
receive zero altitude points towards
their overall project score and will
not be eligible for the Altitude
Award.

The aerodynamics lead will
design a vehicle that can
carry the payload between
4,000 and 6,000 feet. The
team will construct the
vehicle as designed to
ensure it flies to the
predicted apogee.

Analysis;
Verification

Aerodynamics

See Section
Not
4.5for
Verified project
apogee

NASA 2.2

Teams SHALL identify their target
altitude goal at the PDR milestone.
The declared target altitude will be
used to determine the team’s
altitude score.

The aerodynamics lead will
declare the apogee based on
simulations in the PDR
milestone report

Inspection

Aerodynamics

Not
TBD
Verified

NASA 2.3

The vehicle SHALL carry, at a
minimum, two commercially
available barometric altimeters that
are specifically designed for initiation
of rocketry recovery events (see
Requirement 3.4). An altimeter will
be marked as the official scoring

The recovery lead will
designate which altimeter is
the official altimeter for
determining the Altitude
Award

Inspection

Recovery Lead

Not
TBD
Verified
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altitude used in determining the
Altitude Award winner.

NASA 2.4

The launch vehicle SHALL be
designed to be recoverable and
reusable. Reusable is defined as
being able to launch again on the
same day without repairs or
modifications.

The structures and recovery
lead will ensure that the
vehicle is able to be
recovered through designing
the vehicle to have minimal
damage

NASA 2.5

The launch vehicle SHALL have a
maximum of four (4) independent
sections. An independent section is
defined as a section that is either
tethered to the main vehicle or is
recovered separately from the main
vehicle using its own parachute.

The aerodynamics and
recovery leads will design
the vehicle to have a
maximum of 4 independent
sections.

NASA
2.5.1

The aerodynamics lead
designs the
Coupler/airframe shoulders which
airframe such that
are located at in-flight separation
couplers/shoulders at
points SHALL be at least 1 body
in-flight separation points
diameter in length.
are at least 1
body diameter in length.

NASA
2.5.2

Nosecone shoulders which are
located at in-flight separation points
SHALL be at least ½ body diameter in
length.

The aerodynamics lead
designs the airframe such
that nosecone shoulders at
in-flight separation points
are at least 1/2 body
diameter in length.

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Recovery;
Structures

See Section
4.6
Not
regarding
Verified leading
recovery
design

Aerodynamics;
Recovery

See Section
4.4
Verified regarding
the vehicle
design

Aerodynamics

Demonstration Aerodynamics
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See Section
Not
4.4
Verified
regarding
the vehicle
design
See Section
Not
4.4
Verified regarding
the vehicle
design

NASA 2.6

NASA 2.7

NASA 2.8

NASA 2.9

NASA 2.10

The launch vehicle SHALL be capable
of being prepared for flight at the
launch site within 2 hours of the time
the Federal Aviation Administration
flight waiver opens.

The project management
and safety teams develop
launch day checklists that
can be executed in less than
two (2) hours.

Project
Demonstration Management;
Safety

The launch vehicle and payload
SHALL be capable of remaining in
launch-ready configuration on the
pad for a minimum of 2 hours
without losing the functionality of
any critical on-board components,
although the capability to withstand
longer delays is highly encouraged.

The project management
and safety teams monitor
the power consumption of
each electrical launch
vehicle and payload
component and verify
functionality of each
component after two (2)
hours.

Project
Demonstration Management;
Safety

The launch vehicle SHALL be capable
of being launched by a standard 12volt direct current firing system. The
firing system will be provided by the
NASA-designated launch services
provider.

The project management
and safety teams select a
motor ignitor capable of
being ignited from a 12-volt
direct current firing system.

Project
Demonstration Management;
Safety

The launch vehicle SHALL require no
external circuitry or special ground
support equipment to initiate launch
(other than what is provided by the
launch services provider).

The project management
and safety teams limit the
launch vehicle such that no
external circuitry or ground
support equipment is
required for launch.

Project
Demonstration Management;
Safety

The launch vehicle SHALL use a
commercially available solid motor
propulsion system using ammonium

The aerodynamics lead
selects a commercially
available solid motor

Inspection

Not
Verified
TBD

Not
Verified

TBD

Not
Verified
TBD

Not
Verified
TBD
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See Section
Not
Verified 4.7
regarding

perchlorate composite propellant
(APCP) which is approved and
certified by the National Association
of Rocketry (NAR), Tripoli Rocketry
Association (TRA), and/or the
Canadian Association of Rocketry
(CAR).
NASA
2.10.1

NASA
2.10.2

NASA 2.11

NASA 2.12

propulsion system using
APCP that is approved by
NAR, TRA, and/or CAR for
use in the launch vehicle.

leading
motor
selection

Final motor choices SHALL be
declared by the Critical Design
Review (CDR) milestone

The aerodynamics lead
declares the team's final
motor choice in the CDR
milestone report.

Inspection

Any motor change after CDR SHALL
be approved by the NASA Range
Safety Officer (RSO). Changes for the
sole purpose of altitude adjustment
will not be approved. A penalty
against the team’s overall score will
be incurred when a motor change is
made after the CDR milestone,
regardless of the reason.

The project management
team requests approval
from the NASA RSO for
motor changes following
submission of the CDR
milestone report.

Inspection

The launch vehicle SHALL be limited
to a single stage.

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that it only utilizes a
single stage.

The total impulse provided by a
College or University launch vehicle

The aerodynamics lead
selects a motor that does
not exceed 5,120

Aerodynamics

Not
Verified

TBD

Project
Management

Not
Verified

TBD

Inspection

Inspection
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Aerodynamics

See Section
4.4
Not
regarding
Verified
the vehicle
design

Aerodynamics

See Section
Not
4.7
Verified regarding
leading
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SHALL not exceed 5,120 Newtonseconds (L-class).

Newtonseconds of total
impulse.

motor
selection

NASA 2.13

The structures lead provides
Pressure vessels on the vehicle SHALL the necessary data on any
be approved by the RSO and will
onboard pressure vessels to
meet the following criteria:
the NASA RSO and home
field RSO.

Inspection

Structures

Not
TBD
Verified

NASA
2.13.1

The minimum factor of safety (Burst
or Ultimate pressure versus Max
Expected Operating Pressure) SHALL
be 4:1 with supporting design
documentation included in all
milestone reviews.

The structures lead includes
design documentation
supporting a factor of safety
of 4:1 for any pressure
vessel on the launch vehicle
in each milestone report.

Analysis;
Inspection

Structures

Not
TBD
Verified

NASA
2.13.2

The structures lead selects
any onboard pressure
Each pressure vessel SHALL include a vessels such that they
pressure relief valve that sees the full include a pressure relief
pressure of the tank and is capable of valve that sees the full
withstanding the maximum pressure pressure of the tank and is
and flow rate of the tank.
capable of withstanding the
maximum pressure and flow
rate of the tank.

Analysis;
Inspection

Structures

Not
TBD
Verified

NASA
2.13.3

The full pedigree of the tank SHALL
be described, including the
application for which the tank was
designed and the history of the tank.
This will include the number of
pressure cycles put on the tank, the
dates of

The structures lead records
the full history of each
pressure vessel, including
Inspection
the number of pressure
cycles, the dates of
pressurization/depressurizat
ion, and the name of each

Structures

Not
TBD
Verified
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NASA 2.14

NASA 2.15

NASA 2.16

pressurization/depressurization, and
the name of the person or entity
administering each pressure event.

person or entity
administering the pressure
events.

The launch vehicle SHALL have a
minimum static stability margin of
2.0 at the point of rail exit.

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that it has a static
stability margin of at least
2.0 at the point of rail exit.

The launch vehicle SHALL have a
minimum thrust to weight ratio of
5.0:1.0.

The aerodynamics lead will
design the vehicle and select
the motor to make sure the
ratio is 5:1

Any structural protuberance on the
rocket SHALL be located aft of the
burnout center of gravity. Camera
housings will be exempted, provided
the team can show that the
housing(s) causes minimal
aerodynamic effect on the rocket’s
stability.

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that there are no
structural protuberances
forward of the burnout
center of gravity. If any
Analysis;
camera housings are
Inspection
included, the aerodynamics
lead shows that the housings
cause minimal aerodynamic
effects on launch vehicle
stability

Analysis

Analysis
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Aerodynamics

See section
4.4.1
Not
regarding
Verified
stability
margin

Aerodynamics

See Section
4.7
Not
regarding
Verified leading
motor
selection

Aerodynamics

Not
Verified
See Section
4.4
regarding
the vehicle
design
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NASA 2.17

The launch vehicle SHALL accelerate
to a minimum velocity of 52 fps at
rail exit.

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that a minimum
velocity of 52 fps is achieved
by rail exit.

Analysis

Aerodynamics

See Section
4.5
Not
regarding
Verified
velocity of
the vehicle

NASA 2.18

All teams SHALL successfully launch
and recover a subscale model of
their rocket prior to CDR. The
subscale flight may be conducted at
any time between proposal award
and the CDR submission deadline.
Subscale flight data will be reported
at the CDR milestone. Subscales are
required to use a minimum motor
impulse class of E (Mid Power
motor)..

The team launches and
recovers a subscale model of
the launch vehicle. The team
reports subscale flight data
in the CDR milestone report.

Demonstration

Project
Management

Not
Verified

The subscale model SHALL resemble
and perform as similarly as possible
to the full-scale model; however, the
full-scale will not be used as the
subscale model.

The aerodynamics lead
designs a unique subscale
launch vehicle which
performs similarly to the
full-scale launch vehicle

Inspection

Aerodynamics

Not
Verified

The subscale model SHALL carry an
altimeter capable of recording the
model’s apogee altitude.

The recovery lead installs an
altimeter capable of
recording the subscale
launch vehicle' apogee
altitude in the subscale
launch vehicle.

Inspection

NASA
2.18.1

NASA
2.18.2

See Section
6.1
regarding
project
timeline

TBD
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Not
Verified
TBD
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NASA
2.18.3

NASA
2.18.4

NASA
2.18.5

The subscale rocket SHALL be a
newly constructed rocket, designed
and built specifically for this year’s
project

The team constructs a new
subscale launch vehicle,
designed and built
specifically for this year's
project.

Inspection

The aerodynamics team lead
designs a subscale rocket
based on the full-scale
design that does not exceed
75% of the dimensions. The
Structures team lead builds
the rocket to those
specifications.

Inspection

NASA
2.19.1

The team launches and
Vehicle Demonstration Flight - All
recovers the fullscale launch
teams SHALL successfully launch and
vehicle in its final flight
recover their full-scale rocket prior to
configuration prior to the
FRR in its final flight configuration.
FRR milestone.

NASA
2.19.1.1

The vehicle and recovery system
SHALL have functioned as designed

No anomalies are detected
in the performance of the
launch vehicle and its

Not
Verified
TBD

Proof of a successful flight SHALL be
supplied in the CDR report. Altimeter
flight profile graph(s) OR a quality
The team supplies proof of a
video showing successful launch and successful subscale flight in
recovery events as deemed by the
the CDR milestone report
NASA management panel are
acceptable methods of proof.
The subscale rocket shall not exceed
75% of the dimensions (length and
diameter) of your designed full-scale
rocket. For example, if your full-scale
rocket is a 4" diameter 100" length
rocket your subscale shall not exceed
3" diameter and 75" in length

Project
Management

Inspection

Project
Management

Not
Verified
TBD

Aerodynamics;
Structures

Not
Verified

TBD

Demonstration

Project
Management

Demonstration Project
Management
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See Section
Not
6.1 for the
Verified project plan
timeline
Not
Verified TBD

recovery system during the
VDF.

NASA
2.19.1.2

NASA
2.19.1.3.1

NASA
2.19.1.3.2

NASA
2.19.1.4

NASA
2.19.1.5

The full-scale rocket shall be a newly
constructed rocket, designed and
built specifically for this year’s
project.

The team constructs a new
full-scale launch vehicle,
designed and built
specifically for this year's
project.

If the payload is not flown
If the payload is not flown, mass
on the VDF, the structures
simulators SHALL be used to simulate lead installs mass simulators
the payload mass.
to simulate the payload
mass.

Inspection
Project
Management

Inspection

TBD

Not
Verified

TBD

If the payload is not flown
on the VDF, the structures
lead install mass simulators
in the same approximate
location of the missing
payload mass.

Inspection

If the payload changes the external
surfaces of the rocket (such as
camera housings or external probes)
or manages the total energy of the
vehicle, those systems SHALL be
active during the full-scale Vehicle
Demonstration Flight.

If the payload changes the
external surfaces or
manages the total energy of
the launch vehicle, the
project management team
activates those systems
during the VDF.

Inspection

Teams shall fly the competition
launch motor for the Vehicle
Demonstration Flight. The team may

The aerodynamics lead
installs the Launch Day
motor for the VDF.

Inspection

The mass simulators SHALL be
located in the same approximate
location on the rocket as the missing
payload mass.

Structures

Not
Verified

Structures

Not
Verified
TBD

Project
Management

Not
Verified

TBD
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Not
Verified

TBD

request a waiver for the use of an
alternative motor in advance if the
home launch field cannot support
the full impulse of the competition
launch motor or in other extenuating
circumstances.

NASA
2.19.1.6

NASA
2.19.1.7

NASA
2.19.1.8

The vehicle shall be flown in its fully
ballasted configuration during the
full-scale test flight. Fully ballasted
refers to the maximum amount of
ballast that will be flown during the
competition launch flight. Additional
ballast may not be added without a
reflight of the full-scale launch
vehicle.

The structures lead installs
all required ballast for the
VDF.

Inspection

Structures

Not
Verified

TBD

Following a successful VDF,
After successfully completing the
the project management
full-scale demonstration flight, the
team does not allow
launch vehicle or any of its
modification of the launch
components SHALL not be modified
vehicle or any of its
without the concurrence of the NASA components without
Range Safety Officer (RSO).
approval from the NASA
RSO.

Inspection

Proof of a successful flight shall be
supplied in the FRR report. Altimeter
flight profile data output with
accompanying altitude and velocity
versus time plots is required to meet
this requirement.

Inspection

The recovery lead includes
altimeter data from the VDF
in the FRR milestone report.

Project
Management

Not
Verified

TBD

Recovery

Not
Verified
TBD
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Vehicle Demonstration flights shall
be completed by the FRR submission
deadline. No exceptions will be
made. If the Student Launch office
determines that a Vehicle
Demonstration Re-flight is necessary,
then an extension may be granted.
THIS EXTENSION IS ONLY VALID FOR
RE-FLIGHTS, NOT FIRST TIME
FLIGHTS. Teams completing a
required re-flight shall submit an FRR
Addendum by the FRR Addendum
deadline.

The team completes the VDF
by the FRR milestone report
submission deadline. If a reflight is required, the team
Inspection
submits an FRR addendum
by the FRR addendum
deadline.

NASA
2.19.2

Payload Demonstration Flight - All
teams SHALL successfully launch and
recover their full-scale rocket
containing the completed payload
prior to the Payload Demonstration
Flight deadline.

The team completes the PDF
prior to the PDF deadline
using the same rocket to be
flown on Launch Day.

Inspection

Project
Management

Not
See Section
Verified 6.1 for the
project plan
timeline

NASA
2.19.2.1

The payload shall be fully retained
until the intended point of
deployment (if applicable), all
retention mechanisms shall function
as designed, and the retention
mechanism shall not sustain damage
requiring repair

The payload remains fully
retained until the point of
intended deployment with
each retention mechanism
functioning as designed and
not sustaining damage
requiring repair during the
PDF.

Demonstration

Payload
Integration

Not
Verified

NASA
2.19.1.9

Project
Management

Not
Verified

TBD
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The payload flown on the
PDF is the final, active
version of the payload.

NASA
2.19.2.2

The payload flown shall be the final,
active version.

NASA
2.19.2.4

Payload Demonstration Flights shall
be completed by the FRR Addendum
deadline.

The PDF is completed by the
FRR Addendum deadline.

NASA 2.20

NASA
2.20.1

NASA
2.20.2

Project
Management

Not
Verified

Inspection

Project
Management

See Section
Not
6.1 for the
Verified project plan
timeline

An FRR Addendum SHALL be
required for any team completing a
Payload Demonstration Flight or
NASA required Vehicle
Demonstration Re-flight after the
submission of the FRR Report.

If the team is completing the
PDF or a NASA-required VDF
re-flight after the submission
of the FRR Report, the team Inspection
lead submits an FRR
Addendum by the FRR
Addendum deadline.

Project
Management

Not
Verified

Teams required to complete a
Vehicle Demonstration Re-Flight and
failing to submit the FRR Addendum
by the deadline SHALL not be
permitted to fly a final competition
launch.

The team lead submits the
FRR Addendum by the FRR
Addendum deadline.

Project
Management

Teams who successfully complete a
Vehicle Demonstration Flight but fail
to qualify the payload by
satisfactorily completing the Payload
Demonstration Flight requirement
SHALL not be permitted to fly a final
competition launch.

The project management
team manages the schedule
such that a PDF is
successfully completed by
the FRR Addendum deadline

Inspection

TBD

TBD

Inspection

Not
Verified

TBD

Demonstration

Project
Management

Not
Verified
TBD
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NASA 2.21

NASA 2.22

NASA
2.23.1

NASA
2.23.2

The team’s name and Launch Day
contact information shall be in or on
the rocket airframe as well as in or
on any section of the vehicle that
separates during flight and is not
tethered to the main airframe. This
information shall be included in a
manner that allows the information
to be retrieved without the need to
open or separate the vehicle.

The team lead places their
contact information on the
rocket airframe and any
section of the vehicle that is
not tethered to the main
airframe in a manner that
allows this information to be
retrieved without opening or
separating the vehicle

Inspection

All Lithium Polymer batteries SHALL
be sufficiently protected from impact
with the ground and will be brightly
colored, clearly marked as a fire
hazard, and easily distinguishable
from other payload hardware

The safety team ensures all
Lithium Polymer batteries
are sufficiently protected
from ground impact and are
marked appropriately.

Analysis;
Inspection

The aerodynamics lead
The launch vehicle SHALL not utilize designs the launch vehicle
forward firing motors
such that it does not utilize
forward firing motors.

The launch vehicle SHALL not utilize
motors that expel titanium sponges
(Sparky, Skidmark, MetalStorm, etc.)

The aerodynamics lead
selects a motor that does
not expel titanium sponges.

Project
Management

Not
Verified

TBD

Safety

Not
Verified

TBD

Inspection

Aerodynamics

Not
Verified
TBD

Inspection
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See Section
4.7
Not
regarding
Verified leading
motor
selection

NASA
2.23.3

NASA
2.23.4

The launch vehicle SHALL not utilize
hybrid motors.

The aerodynamics lead
selects a motor containing
exclusively APCP.

The aerodynamics lead
The launch vehicle SHALL not utilize a
selects a single motor only
cluster of motors.
for use in the launch vehicle.

Inspection

Inspection

The launch vehicle SHALL not utilize
friction fitting for motors.

The structures lead installs a
motor retention system that
does not use friction fitting.

NASA
2.23.6

The launch vehicle SHALL not exceed
Mach 1 at any point during flight

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that it does not exceed
Mach 1 at any point during
flight.

Analysis

NASA
2.23.7

Vehicle ballast SHALL not exceed 10%
of the total unballasted weight of the
rocket as it would sit on the pad (i.e.
a rocket with an unballasted weight
of 40 lbs. on the pad may contain a
maximum of 4 lbs. of ballast).

The aerodynamics lead
designs the launch vehicle
such that it does not require
ballast exceeding 10% of the
total unballasted weight of
the launch vehicle.

Analysis;
Inspection

NASA
2.23.5

Inspection
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Aerodynamics

See Section
4.7
Not
regarding
Verified leading
motor
selection

Aerodynamics

See Section
4.7
Not
regarding
Verified leading
motor
selection

Structures

See Section
4.4
Not
regarding
Verified
the vehicle
design

Aerodynamics

See Section
4.5
Not
regarding
Verified
velocity of
the vehicle

Aerodynamics
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See Section
Not
4.4
Verified regarding
the vehicle
design

NASA
2.23.8

NASA
2.23.9

NASA
2.23.10

Transmissions from onboard
transmitters, which are active at any
point prior to landing, SHALL not
exceed 250 mW of power (per
transmitter).

The safety team verifies all
transmitters activated prior
to landing are not capable of
transmissions exceeding 250
mW of power per
transmitter.

Transmitters SHALL not create
excessive interference. Teams will
utilize unique frequencies,
handshake/passcode systems, or
other means to mitigate interference
caused to or received from other
teams

The safety team verifies no
transmitter creates
excessive interference. The
Analysis;
safety team enforces the
Safety
Demonstration
usage of unique frequencies
to mitigate interference with
other teams.

Not
Verified

Excessive and/or dense metal SHALL
not be utilized in the construction of
the vehicle. Use of lightweight metal
will be permitted but limited to the
amount necessary to ensure
structural integrity of the airframe
under the expected operating
stresses.

The structures lead
minimizes the amount of
metal onboard the launch
vehicle.

Not
Verified

Analysis

Safety

Not
Verified

TBD

Inspection

Structures

TBD

TBD
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4.3

Launch Vehicle Requirements
Following the requirements set in place by the 2021-2022 NASA Student Launch Competition
Handbook, our team will design, fabricate, and launch a recoverable and reusable HighPowered Rocket.

4.4

Launch Vehicle Design
The launch vehicle design is split into three main sections with six connecting parts. At the top
of the rocket, an ogive nosecone with a shoulder section is connected to the upper payload
bay, making up the first section of the rocket. The main parachute bay and avionics bay
connect to make the second section. Finally, the lower payload bay connects to the fin-can to
make up the third section. The rocket design was created in RockSim, a rocket model and
simulation software created by Apogee Components. The model below was created in Open
Rocket a free and open-source version of RockSim and shows the various sections fully
assembled.

Fig ure 4-1

4.4.1

Full Assembly of the Vehicle

Launch Vehicle Dimensions
The projected launch vehicle length is 112.68 inches with a CG at 66.4 inches and a CP at
79.69. The weight of the launch vehicle is 48.5 pounds on launch. The overall stability
margin of the vehicle is 2.21.

4.4.1.1

Nosecone Design
The proposed nosecone design is a 4:1 ogive with a metal tip that is 24 inches long,
6-inches diameter, and has a 6-inch shoulder. This design was chosen due to
supported flight history in the club and historical stability.

Although not necessary for this proposed design, due to the variability of final
payload weight and rocket dimensions, ballast is used in the design when the
stability margin is too low. As the payload design shifts, ballast might be used to
change the CG of the rocket to create a more favorable stability margin.
4.4.1.2

Upper Payload Bay Design
The proposed upper payload bay will be attached to the nose cone with screws, and
the other end of the section will have a 10-inch coupler. This section will house
whatever payload lander system is created. This section will be attached to the Main
Parachute Bay with shear pins.
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4.4.1.3

Main Parachute Bay Design
The main parachute bay will house the main parachute. This section will have no
coupler but is connected to the avionics bay using screws.

4.4.1.4

Avionics Bay Design
The avionics bay consists of 2 inches of exposed body tube with most of the section
represented by a large coupler section, 10 inches in length. The avionics bay slides
into this section with bulkheads capping the section at each end.

4.4.1.5

Lower Payload Bay
The lower payload bay consists of a section for the drogue parachute and a section
for the lower payload sled. They are separated by a bulkhead which is used to
connect the lower payload bay to the main parachute. The section is 18 inches in
length and attaches to the fin-can using screws.

4.4.1.6

Fin-can Design
The fin-can has a coupler that starts 2 inches on the inside of the body tube. The
coupler is 5 inches in length. The engine cap starts at the beginning of the fin-can.
The motor tube starts at the motor cap and spans the length of the fin-can using 3
centering rings to help stabilize the motor tub. The end of the rocket has a parabolic
boat tail that is 6 inches in length. The fins use a clipped delta design, and their
dimensions are given below.

Fig ure 4-2

4.4.1.7

Fin Shape Dimensions

B ulkhead Design
The bulkheads will consist of 1/8-inch sheets of aircraft grade plywood. This material
has been used in previous years and has proven to be durable and reliable in
previous years. Bulkheads which serve as anchoring points for the recovery harness
will have U-bolts installed. U-bolts are used over eye bolts to split the loading
experienced during recovery to two contact points. Based on initial estimations, it is
expected that anchor bulkheads will experience loading upwards of 500 Ibf upon
main deployment. Using ANSYS FEA, a stress analysis was done on a ¾ inch thick
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plywood bulkhead, excluding any additions such as U-bolts and blast caps. Figure 43 shows the result of this analysis, with a maximum principal stress of the plywood
being 1619.4 psi. Plywood has a maximum tensile strength of 4496.2, giving the ¾
inch bulkhead a factor of safety of 2.77. Based on this, all non-specialized bulkheads
will assume a thickness of ¾-inches. One bulkhead of additional concern is the
engine block. The engine block is located at the aft end of the fin can and is
responsible for holding the motor tube in place along withstanding the force
generated by the motor. With the chosen motors peak thrust of 359.6953 Ibf, a ¾inch bulkhead designed for 500 Ibf will be able to handle the thrust forces.

Fig ure 4-3

4.4.2

Ma ximum Principal Stress for ¾-inch thick bulkhead under 500 Ibf loading

Material Selection
Selecting applicable material to compose our launch vehicle is a vital aspect of the design
process. It is ideal to choose a material that is lightweight, durable, and inexpensive,
which will allow for the reusability of the launch vehicle for several flights. Through
RockSim analysis of the preliminary launch vehicle, it is expected that flight will not
exceed a Mach number of 0.429. With the launch vehicle not entering supersonic and
transonic flight regimes, several additional materials are available to choose from.

4.4.2.1

Phenolic Tubing
Phenolic tubing is a more durable alternative to cardboard tubing due to being resin
impregnated and heat cured, having up to five times the compression strength of
cardboard. Additionally, it is inexpensive, costing on average $10/foot for 6-inch
diameter tubing. Detrimentally, phenolic tubing is prone to puncturing and impact
damage which does not satisfy NASA’s requirement of reusability.
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4.4.2.2

B lue Tube
Blue Tube is a more durable alternative to Phenolic tubing. It has abrasion resistance
and is less brittle than phenolic tubing, allowing it to withstand far more stress.
Additionally, Blue Tube is inexpensive, running at $18/foot for 6-inch body tubing.
Finally, it weighs less than both Carbon Fiber and Fiberglass, weighing 10.4 oz for a
foot of 6-inch body tubing. The major downside to Blue Tube is the material’s lack of
water resistance. The launch field used by the team has multiple ditches containing
up to a foot of water. In the past, several of our launch vehicles have landed in the
ditches and had severe water damage as a result. This makes waterproof a major
concern, and as such, Blue Tube is not an ideal material choice given the
circumstances.

4.4.2.3

G12 Fiberglass
G12 fiberglass is a sturdy composite material with high resistance to blunt impacts
and puncturing damage. Additionally, fiberglass is water resistant which minimizes
any risks of water damage from the launch field – allowing the material to meet all
reusability criteria our team has. The main downside of fiberglass as an airframe
material would be its weight and cost, running at $59.85/foot and weighing 24.2
ounces for a 6-inch diameter airframe tube. While the weight and cost are higher
than both previous materials discussed, its other physical properties make up for its
disadvantages, making fiberglass an excellent airframe material choice.

4.4.2.4

C arbon Fiber
Carbon fiber is a lighter and more durable composite material with water-resistant
properties. Based on physical properties alone, such as its high strength-to-weight
ratio and high stiffness, carbon fiber is an ideal material choice for the airframe of
our launch vehicle. However, carbon fiber is much more expensive than any of its
alternatives, running at around $98/foot for a 6-inch diameter airframe tube.

Of the four materials described above, our team will be using G12 fiberglass as the
chosen material to use for our launch vehicle’s airframe. It is both stronger and more
damage resistant than the cardboard material alternatives, phenolic tube and blue
tube. Additionally, G12 fiberglass has water resistance making it an ideal material to
construct a reusable launch vehicle, given our launch fields conditions. Finally, the
tradeoff between cost and material properties becomes too steep between
fiberglass and carbon fiber, making it hard to justify spending almost twice as much
on carbon fiber tubing when G12 fiberglass meets all requirements. The weight of
the G12 fiberglass does not seem to be of concern based on our RockSim flight
simulations, using the fiberglass airframe, that the launch vehicle will reach NASA’s
altitude requirements.

4.4.3
4.4.3.1

Construction methods
B ulkhead Fabrication
Bulkheads are constructed using 1/8-inch-thick aircraft grade plywood which are
then epoxied together. First, the required layers are 3D modeled in SOLIDWORKS,
with the number of layers corresponding to the required thickness of each bulkhead,
including two 1/16-inch holes in each layer which allow for alignment during
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fabrication. Once the CAD file is ready, the preselected number of layers are laser
cut and fabrication can begin. Each layer is sanded on both sides to allow for better
adhesion, then the bottom layer is placed down onto a vinyl sheet. Dowel rods, 1/16inch in diameter, are cut to match the thickness of the bulkhead and placed in the
previously cut 1/16-inch holes. West System’s two-part epoxy is spread on the
upward face of the first layer and the downward face of the second layer. The second
layer is then placed on top of the first layer using the dowel rods as alignment. This
process is repeated for each layer until the desired bulkhead thickness. Following
this, the bulkhead is wrapped in peel-ply and breather material along with a second
layer of vinyl over the top. The vinyl is sealed with plumber’s putty and then vacuum
pulled. After adding weights over the bulkhead, it is then left for 24 hours to cure.
Any additional installations are added to the bulkhead once cured, such as U-bolts,
blast caps, or terminal blocks. A thin layer of epoxy is added around the bulkhead
which is then slid into the fuselage where it has been friction fit. If the bulkhead is
too large, then it is sanded until it is the required diameter. With the bulkhead
established in the fuselage, a fillet of standard two-part epoxy with colloidal silica is
added around both sides of the bulkhead. The fuselage and epoxied bulkhead are
then left for 24 hours, and once cured, the bulkhead is established.
4.4.3.2

C utting Body Tubes
With access to the machine shop on campus, the team will mark exactly on the body
tube where to cut and deliver it to machine shop personnel. The body tube will be
cut using the shops bandsaw and precision tools by professionals and returned to
the team once finished.
For body tube cutting, where the team does not have machine shop access, the team
will use the tools and equipment present within our lab. The body tube will be
marked at the length where it needs to be cut and masking tape will be applied over
the marking and then remarked. This is done to help reduce any splinters which may
be encountered when cutting. Next, a Dremel will be used to cut the circumference
around the tube. Alternatively, a hacksaw can be used along with a hose clamp as a
guide to cut the body tube. Once cut, the body tube will be sanded to give a smooth
finish.

4.4.3.3

Adhering Couplers to Body Tubes
Each coupler follows the same process as body tube cutting where it is marked and
then cut using the same tools. Once cut, the extent of the contact areas on both the
coupler and the inside of the body tubes section are measured and marked. These
areas are sanded to allow better epoxy adhesion. Two-part epoxy is then applied to
both the body tube and coupler contact areas, where the coupler is then carefully
inserted into the body tube up to the marked length. The coupler and body tube are
then left to cure for 24 hours.

4.4.3.4

Fin-can Assembly
Fin-can assembly begins with epoxying the forward fin-can bulkhead into place and
applying fillets between the bulkhead and body tube, as described in the bulkhead
fabrication section. While the forward fin-can bulkhead is curing, the middle
centering ring is epoxied and filleted onto the motor tube at the correct location.
When all epoxy has cured, additional epoxy is added to the forward fin-can bulkhead
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where the motor tube is to be fitted and to the outer edges of the centering ring on
the motor tube. The motor tube with the centering ring is then inserted into the aft
end of the fin-can up until the motor tube is against the fin-can bulkhead. The epoxy
is then left to cure for 24 hours.
Fins are laser-cut beforehand based on previously made CAD file which align with
the fins designed in RockSim. Epoxy is added to the middle centering ring and the
motor tube where the fins are expected to contact. The fins are then inserted
through precut slots up against the centering ring and motor tube. Before the aft
centering is added, interior fillets are added to where the fins meet the motor tube
and the body tube. Additionally, exterior fillets are added to the corner where the
fins come into contact with the body tube. The aft centering ring is then epoxied into
place and fillets are added where it contacts the body tube and is left to cure for 24
hours. The exterior of the motor tube which is left out is then sanded to allow better
adhesion to the boat tail. Epoxy is then applied to the interior of the boat tail,
exterior of the motor tube which is to be inserted into the boat tail, and the end of
the boat tail where it is to connect to the aft bulkhead and then slid into place and
left to cure. Once cured, the motor retainer is then epoxied to the end of the motor
tube.
4.4.3.5

B allast Installation
If the stability margin needs to be adjusted, the team will add ballast to the nose
cone. Ballast would consist of lead pellets or blocks in a 3D printed casing. The 3D
casing would then be epoxied to the forward side of the nose cone bulkhead to
secure. Finally, light filler material would be added into the empty space surrounding
the casing to fill space and prevent the ballast from coming loose.

4.4.3.6

Safety Standards
During construction, all team members will follow the safety procedures put in place
by the team’s safety officer. This includes:
a) Necessary training for the safe operation of any power tools and machine
equipment before use.
b) Use of proper PPE during the operation power tools, machining equipment
and epoxy. Including the use of safety glasses, respirators, masks, and gloves
when applicable.
c) Proper usage and storage of epoxy, which is classified as a hazardous
material.
These standards are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2:

4.5

Projected Altitude

The projected altitude of the rocket with its current parachute, motor, and weight configuration
is 4,823 ft with a max velocity of 556 fps. This was calculated using RockSim.
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Fig ure 4-4

4.6

RockSim Simulation of Altitude and Velocity

Launch Vehicle Recovery Specifications

The launch vehicle will be recovered via a dual-deployment recovery system, allowing the vehicle
to make a safe landing after every flight and to fully comply with competition requirements. Two
fully independent air pressure-based altimeters will be used in the recovery system to ensure
reliability and redundancy. These altimeters will be used to ignite pyrotechnic charges that
separate body sections and allow parachutes to deploy. A drogue parachute will be deployed at
the apogee of the vehicle’s flight, with the main parachute deployed at a lower altitude, as
dictated by requirement NASA 3.1. The deployment of the main parachute and the separation of
sections will also be used to extract the payload from its compartment in the launch vehicle. The
payload will then separate from the main parachute harness at 500 ft. AGL, the lowest allowable
main parachute deployment altitude allowed under requirement NASA 3.1.1. A GPS based
tracking device will be included in the recovery electronics of both the launch vehicle and the
payload, to comply with requirement NASA 3.12 and to ease the recovery of landed sections if
visual contact is lost during landing. The figure below depicts the sequence of recovery events for
the launch vehicle.
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Fig ure 4-5

The Recovery System events throughout the flight
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4.6.1

Recovery System Requirements
In the table below, the recovery system requirements for the 2022 NASA Student Launch competition are addressed.
Ta ble 4-3

Req No

SHALL Statement

2021-2022 NASA Student Launch Recovery Requirements
Success Criteria

NASA 3.1

The full-scale launch
vehicle SHALL stage the
deployment of its recovery
devices, where a drogue
parachute is deployed at
apogee, and a main
parachute is deployed at a
lower altitude. Tumble or
streamer recovery from
apogee to main parachute
deployment SHALL also be
permissible, provided that
kinetic energy during
drogue stage descent is
reasonable, as deemed by
the RSO.

The recovery
lead designs a
dualdeployment
recovery system.

NASA 3.1.1

The main parachute SHALL
be deployed no lower than
500 feet.

The recovery
lead designs a
recovery system
that deploys the
main parachute

Verification
Method

Demonstration

Demonstration

Subsystem
Allocation

Recovery

Recovery
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Status

Status Description

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.
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no lower than
500 ft.

NASA 3.1.2

NASA 3.1.3

NASA 3.2

The apogee event SHALL
contain a delay of no more
than 2 second

The recovery
lead designs the
recovery system
so that the
apogee event
has a delay of no
more than 2
seconds.

Demonstration

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Motor ejection SHALL not
be used for primary or
secondary deployment.

The recovery
lead designs a
recovery system
that does not
utilize motor
ejection.

Inspection

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.3 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.

Each team SHALL perform
a successful ground
ejection test for all
electronically initiated
recovery events.

prior to the initial flights of
the subscale and full-scale
vehicles.

NASA 3.3

The recovery
lead performs
ejection tests on
the ground for
each
electronically
initiated
recovery event.

The recovery
Each independent section
lead designs a
of the launch vehicle SHALL
recovery system
have a maximum kinetic
such that the

Demonstration

Analysis

Recovery

Recovery
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NASA 3.4

energy of 75 ft-lbf at
landing.

kinetic energy of
each descending
section of the
launch vehicle
does not exceed
75 ft-lbf at
landing.

The recovery system SHALL
contain redundant,
commercially available
altimeters. The term
“altimeters”

The recovery
lead designs a
recovery system
that utilizes at
least two
Inspection
independent,
commercially
available
altimeters in the
recovery system.

includes both simple
altimeters and more
sophisticated flight
computers.

NASA 3.5

The recovery
lead designs the
recovery system
Each altimeter SHALL have
so that each
a dedicated power supply,
altimeter has an
and all recovery electronics
independent
will be powered by
supply of power
commercially available
from
batteries.
commercially
available
batteries.

Inspection

Recovery

Recovery
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Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.
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The recovery
lead designs a
recovery system
that utilizes
dedicated
mechanical
arming switches,
accessible from
the exterior of
the launch
vehicle, for each
altimeter.

Inspection

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.

Each arming switch SHALL
be capable of being locked
in the ON position for
launch (i.e., cannot be
disarmed due to flight
forces).

The recovery
lead utilizes
arming switches
that can be
locked to the ON
position.

Inspection

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.

The recovery system
electrical circuits SHALL be
completely independent of
any payload electrical
circuits.

The recovery
lead designs the
recovery system
such that the
recovery
electronic
circuits are
completely
independent
from the

Inspection

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.

Each altimeter SHALL be
armed by a dedicated
mechanical arming switch
that is accessible from the
NASA 3.6

NASA 3.7

NASA 3.8

exterior of the rocket
airframe when the rocket
is in the launch
configuration on the
launch pad.
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payload
electronics.

Removable shear pins
SHALL be used for both the
main parachute
compartment and the
drogue parachute
compartment.

The recovery
lead designs the
recovery system
to use
removable shear
pins to secure
both the main
parachute
compartment
and drogue
parachute
compartment.

Inspection

NASA 3.10

The recovery area SHALL
be limited to a 2,500 ft.
radius from the launch
pads.

The recovery
lead selects
parachutes that
prevent the
descending
launch vehicle
from drifting
more than 2,500
ft. from the
launch pads.

Analysis;
Demonstration

NASA 3.11

Descent time of the launch
vehicle SHALL be limited to
90 seconds (apogee to
touch down).

The recovery
lead selects
parachutes that
allow the launch
vehicle to touch

Analysis;
Demonstration

NASA 3.9

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.2 for
leading recovery system
design.

Recovery

Not verified

TBD

Recovery
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down within 90
seconds of
reaching
apogee.

NASA 3.12

An electronic GPS tracking
device SHALL be installed
in the launch vehicle and
SHALL transmit the
position of the tethered
vehicle or any independent
section to a ground
receiver.

The recovery
lead utilizes a
GPS tracking
device that
transmits the
position of the
tethered launch
vehicle and any
independent
sections of
rocket to a
ground receiver.

NASA
3.12.1

Any rocket section or
payload component, which
lands untethered to the
launch vehicle, SHALL
contain an active
electronic GPS tracking
device.

The recovery
lead installs GPS
tracking devices
on any section
that lands
untethered to
the launch
vehicle.

Inspection

NASA
3.12.2

The electronic GPS tracking
device(s) SHALL be fully
functional during the
official competition launch.

The recovery
lead ensures
that the GPS
devices utilized
on the launch

Inspection;
Demonstration

Inspection;
Demonstration

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.5 for
leading recovery system
design.

Recovery
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vehicle are fully
functional
during the
official
competition
launch.

NASA 3.13

The recovery system
electronics SHALL not be
adversely affected by any
other on-board electronic
devices during flight (from
launch until landing).

NASA
3.13.1

The recovery
lead designs the
recovery system
so that the
recovery
electronics are
not adversely
affected by
other on-board
electronic
systems.

The recovery
lead designs an
The recovery system
avionics bay
altimeters SHALL be
which houses
physically located in a
recovery
separate compartment
within the vehicle from any electronics in a
compartment
other radio frequency
transmitting device and/or that is physically
separate from
magnetic wave producing
all other radio
device.
transmitting or
magnetic wave

Inspection;
Demonstration

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Inspection

Recovery

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.
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producing
devices.

NASA
3.13.2

The recovery system
electronics SHALL be
shielded from all onboard
transmitting devices to
avoid inadvertent
excitation of the recovery
system electronics.

The recovery
lead designs and
installs shielding
for the recovery
system
electronics that
protects it from
all onboard
transmitting
devices.

NASA
3.13.3

The recovery system
electronics SHALL be
shielded from all onboard
devices which may
generate magnetic waves
(such as generators,
solenoid valves, and Tesla
coils) to avoid inadvertent
excitation of the recovery
system.

The recovery
lead designs and
installs shielding
for the recovery
system
electronics from
all
electromagnetic
wave generating
devices on
board.

NASA
3.13.4

The recovery system
electronics SHALL be
shielded from any other
onboard devices which
may adversely affect the
proper operation of the

The recovery
lead designs and
installs shielding
for the recovery
system from all
systems that

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Recovery

Recovery

Recovery
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Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.

Not verified

See Section 5.4.1.4 for
leading recovery system
design.
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recovery system
electronics.

may adversely
affect the
recovery system
electronics.
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4.6.2 Parachute calculations
The first recovery event occurs at Apogee when the primary aft pyrotechnic charge is
detonated by the primary altimeter, to separate the fin can from the mid-section and
deploying the drogue parachute. The secondary altimeter will be set to fire the secondary
aft pyrotechnic charge at a delay of 1 second after apogee to ensure the separation of
sections. The drogue parachute will be a Fruity Chutes brand 18-inch Classic Elliptical
parachute, which will be wrapped in a Nomex cloth to protect it from blast and heat
during ejection. The Launch Vehicle will weigh 43.1 lbf after burnout, with the payload
still in the vehicle. The equation below provides the descent velocity for the launch vehicle
under drogue.

(1)
In equation 1, v_d is the descent velocity under drogue, g is acceleration due to gravity,
m is the mass of the launch vehicle under drogue, S is the area of the parachute, C_D is
the coefficient of drag of the parachute and rho is the density of air. For the chosen
parachute, the manufacturer lists a drag coefficient of 1.43 and an area of 1.77 square
feet. These datapoints give a predicted drogue descent velocity of 119.9 ft/s when using
standard sea level values for air density. A 40 ft Kevlar shock chord will be utilized for the
drogue recovery harness, to provide an adequate separation distance between the fin can
and connected forward sections.
The next recovery event occurs at 700 ft. AGL, when the primary altimeter triggers the
primary forward pyrotechnic charge. This will separate the nosecone and payload bay
from the combined midsection, which consists of the main parachute bay and the avionics
bay. This separation serves two purposes, to deploy the main parachute and to prepare
the launch vehicle for payload deployment.
The main parachute utilized will be a Fruity Chutes brand 120-inch Iris Ultra Compact
parachute. This will be contained in a Nomex deployment bag to protect it from heat and
blast from the pyrotechnic charges. The manufacturer lists the parachute area and drag
coefficient as 78.54 square feet and 2.11, respectively. This means that the descent
velocity of the launch vehicle under main parachute following payload separation will be
14.8 ft/s. A 40 ft Kevlar shock cord will also be used for the main parachute recovery
harness.

After passing through 500 ft. AGL, the payload will detach from the main parachute
harness as described in section 4.10.2.3. The payload will then descend under furled
Fruity Chutes brand 60-inch Classical Elliptical parachute in a Nomex deployment bag,
kept secure by a Jolly Logic Chute Release device. This device consists of an altimeter and
latch, that wraps around the furled parachute and deployment bag with an elastic band.
This stage of recovery will have to be cleared by the RSO, as detailed in requirement NASA
3.1. The Jolly Logic will unlatch at 200 ft AGL, releasing the payload parachute, allowing it
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to unfurl and, and slowing the payload to a soft landing. The payload parachute will then
be jettisoned as described in Section 4.10.2.3.
The table below lists the computed drift distances, calculated in 5 mph increments from
a wind speed of 0 mph to the maximum allowed wind speed of 20 mph. The maximum
drift distance, with a wind speed of 20 mph, was 2465 ft, just under the allowable drift of
2,500 ft under requirement NASA 3.10

Table 4-4

C omputed Drift Distances

Wind Speed

Drift Distance (ft)

0 mph

0

5 mph

616

10 mph

1232

15 mph

1849

20 mph

2465

Under requirement NASA 3.3, the maximum allowable kinetic energy of each
independent section of the launch vehicle at landing is 75 ft-lbf. The section with the
highest kinetic energy is the Fin Can, with a kinetic energy of 46.9 ft-lbf, meeting this
requirement.
Sections that are designed to separate during the recovery sequence will be held together
by removable nylon shear pins, as dictated by requirement NASA 3.9. These shear pins
are designed to break at specific shear loads, and the black powder charges will be
calibrated to ensure the proper shearing and separation of these sections. See section
4.4.1.3 for more information.

4.6.3 Ejection Calculations
Pyrotechnic charges will be utilized to separate body sections and to deploy parachutes.
These will consist of a carefully measured amount of black powder ignited by an electronic
match, which will be commanded to ignite by the altimeters. Ground ejection tests will
be performed as required by requirement NASA 3.2 to validate that the sections separate
with enough force to also deploy the parachutes properly. The mass of the black powder
charges will be calculated using Chuck Pierce’s Ejection Charge Calculator as well as hand
calculations.

4.6.4 Avionics Bay Design
The avionics bay will consist of a coupler tube section capped by two bulkheads on either
end, with a 2 in long band of body tube secured to the midpoint so that altimeter arming
switches can be accessed before flight. The bulkheads will be connected by threaded rods
and serve as the mounting points for the avionics (AV) sled. This sled will house two
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separate and redundant PerfectFlite StratoLogger CF altimeters powered by separate 9V
batteries, in compliance with requirement NASA 3.4. The sled will also house a GPS
tracking device to comply with requirement NASA 3.12.
The AV sled will be built from aircraft-grade birch plywood. Panels of this material will be
laser cut, sanded down, and then bonded together using wood glue. The altimeters will
be mounted to the AV sled inside of Faraday cages, providing radio shielding and to house
them in separate compartments from all radio or magnetic wave producing devices in
compliance with requirements NASA 3.13 through NASA 3.13.4.

4.6.5 Recovery Avionics
The StratoLogger connected to the primary pyrotechnic charges will be designated as the
competition altimeter for altitude scoring purposes. It will be programmed to fire the
primary aft charge at the detected apogee to separate sections and deploy the drogue
parachute. It will also be programmed to fire the primary forward charge at 700 ft to
separate the forward section and deploy the main parachute. The second StratoLogger
will be designated as the secondary altimeter and will fire the backup rear charge at a 1
second delay after Apogee and then the backup forward charge 50 ft lower than the
primary charge. The 1 second delay is within the 2 second limit set under requirement
NASA 3.1.2. Both altimeters will be powered by dedicated, commercially available 9V
batteries in compliance with requirement NASA 3.5. Independent screw switches will be
used for each altimeter accessed through holes in the body tube band of the Avionics Bay
in compliance with requirement NASA 3.6. The same band of body tubes will also have
several small holes drilled in it, to allow accurate measure of the external atmospheric
pressure for proper function of the altimeters.
Each flight altimeter will be tested in a vacuum chamber before flight. The altimeter will
be powered on and connected to indicator lights before being placed in the vacuum
chamber. A vacuum will then be drawn, slowly decreasing the pressure in the chamber to
simulate an increase in altitude. The vacuum will then be slowly released to simulate the
descent back to ground level. The indicator lights will be observed throughout the process
to monitor for proper function. This will be corroborated with flight data extracted from
the altimeters to ensure that the devices function properly.
A GPS tracking device will be installed in both the avionics bay and the aboard the payload,
in compliance with requirements NASA 3.12 and NASA 3.12.1. The most likely candidate
for the tracking device is the Eggfinder TX, which would be powered by a commercially
available LiPo battery separate from the power supplies used for the altimeters and
payload electronics.

4.7

Motor Brand and Class
The expected motor for use in the launch vehicle is the L1420R. This motor has a high impulse
that will help our rocket carry our lander and aft payload instrument section to our predicted
apogee. The current payload weight estimates are on the higher end to ensure that the rocket
motor is not overpowered by higher payload weight.
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Table 4-5
Motor

Aerotech L1420R

Propellant Weight

2,535 grams (5.58 lb.)

Total Weight

4,562 grams (10.05 lb.)

Total Impulse

4,603 N-sec (1,035 lb-sec)

Average Thrust
Burn Time

4.8

Motor Specifications Table

11,420 N
3.2 sec

Experimental Payload Requirements
The payload challenge is described in the 2021-2022 NASA SL Handbook as follows:
“Teams shall design a payload capable of autonomously locating the launch vehicle upon
landing by identifying the launch vehicle’s grid position on an aerial image of the launch site
without the use of a global positioning system (GPS). The method(s)/design(s) utilized to
complete the payload mission will be at the teams’ discretion and will be permitted so long
as the designs are deemed safe, obey FAA and legal requirements, and adhere to the intent
of the challenge.”
Table 4-6 below contains the payload requirements outlined in the NASA SL Handbook.
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Ta ble 4-6

2021-2022 NASA Student Launch Payload Requirements
Verification
Method

Subsystem
Allocation

Status

Status Description

The Payload
Team designs a
payload to be
launched in a
high-powered
rocket. The
payload is
capable of
autonomously
locating the
launch vehicle
by identifying
the launch
vehicle’s grid
position on an
aerial image
without using
GPS.

Demonstration

Payload
Integration;
Payload
Structures;
Payload
Imaging;
Payload ECD

Not verified

See Section 4.10.1 and
4.10.2 regarding payload
designs

The Payload
Imaging Lead
will confirm
that the aerial
photo of the
launch field
does not extend
over 2,500 feet

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD

Req No.

Shall Statement Success Criteria

NASA 4.1

The team SHALL
design a
payload capable
of
autonomously
locating the
launch vehicle
upon landing by
identifying the
launch vehicle’s
grid position on
an aerial image
of the launch
site without the
use of global
positional
system (GPS).

NASA 4.2.1

The dimensions
of the gridded
launch field
SHALL not
extend beyond
2,500 feet in
any direction.
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from the launch
rail in any
direction.

NASA
4.2.1.1

The Recovery
Lead and
The launch
Aerodynamics
vehicle and any
Lead design the
jettisoned
rocket and
components
recovery
SHALL land
systems such
within the
that the rocket
external borders
lands within the
of the launch
area depicted in
field.
the gridded
image.

Demonstration

Recovery;
Aerodynamics

Not verified

TBD

NASA 4.2.2

A legible
gridded image
with a scale
SHALL be
provided to the
NASA
management
panel for
approval at the
CDR milestone.

The Payload
Team includes a
gridded image
of the launch
field with a
legible scale at
the CDR
milestone for
approval by the
NASA
Management
panel.

Inspection

Payload
Integration;
Payload
Structures;
Payload
Imaging;
Payload ECD

Not verified

TBD

NASA
4.2.2.1

The dimensions
of each grid box

The Payload
Imaging Lead

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD
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SHALL not
exceed 250 feet
by 250 feet.

confirms the
gridded image
grid spaces are
no larger than
250 feet by 250
feet.

The entire
launch field, not
to exceed 5,000
by 5,000 feet,
SHALL be
gridded.

Payload
Imaging Lead
will confirm the
gridding of the
image of the
5,000 feet by
5,000 feet field
into
appropriately
sized spaces.

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD

NASA
4.2.2.3

Each grid box
SHALL be square
in shape.

The Payload
Imaging Lead
confirms that
the grid spaces
are square in
shape when
providing the
gridded image.

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD

NASA
4.2.2.4

Each grid box
SHALL be equal
in size.

When providing
the gridded
image, the
Payload
Imaging Lead

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD

NASA
4.2.2.2
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confirms all grid
spaces are
equal in size.

NASA
4.2.2.5

NASA
4.2.2.6

Each grid box
SHALL be
numbered.

Payload
Imaging Lead
will confirm the
numbering of
each individual
box.

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD

The identified
launch vehicle’s
grid box, upon
landing, SHALL
be transmitted
to the ground
station.

The Payload
ECD Lead
designs a
communication
system to
transmit the
launch vehicle’s
grid box to the
ground station.

Demonstration

Payload ECD

Not verified

See Section 4.10.6 for
data transmission plan

Not verified

TBD

Not verified

TBD

NASA 4.2.3

GPS SHALL not
be used to aid in
any part of the
payload
mission.

The Payload
team will not
use GPS in any
part of the
mission.

Demonstration

Payload
Integration;
Payload
Structures;
Payload
Imaging;
Payload ECD

NASA
4.2.3.1

GPS coordinates
of the launch
vehicle’s landing
location SHALL

The Recovery
Lead will
include a GPS
tracker in the

Demonstration

Recovery Lead
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be known and
used solely for
the purpose of
verification of
payload
functionality
and mission
success.

rocket which
successfully
recorded the
GPS location on
the landing site.

NASA
4.2.3.2

GPS verification
data SHALL be
included in the
PLAR.

The Payload
Team includes
GPS for
verification of
the rocket
location and
includes this
data in the
PLAR.

NASA 4.2.4

The gridded
image SHALL be
of high quality,
as deemed by
the NASA
management
team, that
comes from an
aerial
photograph or
satellite image

The Payload
Imaging Lead
confirms the
gridded image
provided by the
Payload Team
from an aerial
photograph or
satellite image
is high quality
and deemed so
by the NASA

Demonstration

Payload
Integration;
Payload
Structures;
Payload
Imaging;
Payload ECD

Not verified

TBD

Inspection

Payload Imaging

Not verified

TBD
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of the launch
day launch field.

Management
Team.

NASA
4.2.4.1

The location of
the launch pad
SHALL be
depicted on the
gridded image
and confirmed
by the NASA
management
panel.

The Payload
Team will
confirm with
NASA about the
marked location
accuracy of the
launch pad on
the provided
gridded image.

NASA 4.2.5

No external
hardware or
software SHALL
be located
outside the
team’s prep
area or the
launch vehicle
itself prior to
launch.

NASA 4.3.1

Black Powder
and/or similar
energetics
SHALL not be
used for any
surface
operations.
Black Powder

Inspection

Payload
Integration;
Payload
Structures;
Payload
Imaging;
Payload ECD

Not verified

TBD

The Team Lead
keeps all team
equipment
contained
within the
launch vehicle
and prep area
prior to launch.

Demonstration

Project
Management

Not verified

TBD

The Payload
Integration lead
designs the
payload
deployment
systems
without

Demonstration

Payload
Integration

Not verified

See Section 4.10.2.3
regarding lander
deployment
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and/or similar
energetics
SHALL only be
used for
deployment of
in-flight
recovery
systems.

t the use of
black powder
and energetics
for surface
operations.

Teams SHALL
abide by all FAA
NASA 4.3.2
and NAR rules
and regulations.

The Safety
Officer shall
review the
design of the
payload and
confirm that it
follows FAA and
NAR
regulations.

Any experiment
element that is
jettisoned
during the
recovery SHALL
receive realNASA 4.3.3
time RSO
permission prior
to initiating the
jettison event,
unless
exempted from
the requirement

The Payload
Integration
Lead will have
confirmation
from the RSO
immediately
prior to the
launch for any
element
jettisoned
during
recovery.

Demonstration

Safety

Demonstration

Payload
Integration

Not verified

See Section 3 regarding
safety rules and
regulations

Not verified

See Section 4.10.2.3
regarding lander
deployment
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at the CDR
milestone by
NASA.

NASA 4.3.4

Unmanned
aircraft system
(UAS) payloads,
if designed to
be deployed
during descent,
SHALL be
tethered to the
vehicle with a
remotely
controlled
release
mechanism until
the RSO has
given
permission to
release the UAS.

The Payload
Integration
Lead designs
any UAS
deployment
systems that
will be used
during descent
to be tethered
to the vehicle
with a remotely
controlled
release
mechanism
until the RSO
gives
permission to
release the
UAS.

NASA 4.3.5

Teams flying
UASs SHALL
abide by all
applicable FAA
regulations,
including the
FAA’s Special

The Safety
Officer will
confirm that
any UAS abides
by all FAA
regulation
including the
FAA’s Special

Demonstration

Demonstration

Payload
Integration

Safety

Not verified

TBD

Not verified

See Section 3 regarding
safety rules and
regulations
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Rule for Model
Aircraft.

Rule for Model
Aircraft.
The Safety
Officer will
ensure that that
any UASs abide
by all applicable
rules.

NASA 4.3.6

Any UAS
weighing more
than 0.55 lb
SHALL be
registered with
the FAA, and
the registration
number SHALL
be marked on
the vehicle.

The Payload
Structures Lead
will register any
UAS designed
to be over 0.55
lb with the FAA
and will mark
the registration
number on the
vehicle.

Demonstration

Payload
Structures

Not verified
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TBD

4.9

Experimental Payload Design

4.9.1 Alternative Design Solutions
There are many ways that a payload could autonomously identify the launch vehicle upon
landing. Guidance, navigation, and control techniques that predate the development of
GPS can be used to accomplish this task. Some of these techniques include triangulation,
landmark recognition, and dead reckoning. Modern technology – including imaging,
electromagnetic signaling, and machine learning – could be used in support of these
traditional techniques to complete this challenge. Preliminary design concepts discussed
throughout brainstorming are detailed below. While not all these concepts are included
in the experimental payload baseline, this repository of ideas may be referred to at later
points in the design process to further develop solutions.
4.9.1.1

Imaging Techniques
Image recognition can be used to find the rocket’s location with respect to other
significant landmarks, just as humans can visually recognize the location of objects
on maps. As such, image recognition can be used to facilitate georegistration† – the
alignment of an observed image with a reference image based on identification of
landmarks (reference points). While image recognition is simple in theory, there are
many ways of performing it, and it can be difficult to implement. One possible image
recognition strategy would be to train a deep learning framework to recognize
images of rockets and other significant landmarks on an aerial image. However,
implementing deep learning is challenging because it requires a significant amount
of training data, and even the best image classifiers make errors sometimes.

Edge detection techniques* could be used in addition to deep learning to identify
the edges of key objects and landmarks. Reducing images down to notable shapes
and outlines could further enhance the ability of a deep learning framework to
identify objects of importance. While using edge detection may increase
classification success, it would require more complex software. It is possible that the
payload team may not be able to effectively develop programs this complex in the
project time frame. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)** is another
image processing framework that has the potential to identify the rocket’s location
in real time, but it is unlikely to be selected due to the complexity of implementation.
Finally, terrain matching could also be used to determine the location of the rocket
throughout its descent. As the rocket descends, images can be taken of the ground
below. These ground images can then be compared to previous photos (taken with
a satellite or a drone at some point in time before the launch). By determining where
segments of the current photos and previous photos match, the rocket’s location
can be determined. However, there is significant risk in this strategy given that any
changes to the terrain between the capture of the initial photo and capture of
photos during launch (due to weather for example) could make this image matching
process difficult.
†https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~yaser/SheikhShah_GSN_2004.pdf

*https://www.mygreatlearning.com/blog/introduction-to-edge-detection/
**https://gisresources.com/what-is-slam-algorithm-and-why-slam-matters/
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4.9.1.2

D ead Reckoning Techniques
Dead reckoning is a method of determining real time location based on data
describing the motion or path of an object. Acceleration and velocity data can be
integrated to determine position based on a starting reference point. In this case,
the starting reference point would be the launch rail. Motion data would be
collected from the launch vehicle over its entire flight to determine its final location.
There are many ways to collect data that could be used for dead reckoning. The most
common and arguably the most reliable method is through an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU). IMUs are equipped with accelerometers and gyroscopes so that the
acceleration and orientation of a vehicle can be recorded in real time. The
acceleration data can be integrated twice to find the vehicle’s position. However,
performing this integration can allow error to build up, especially when integrating
over longer periods of time. High-fidelity IMUs with low error margins exist, but they
are expensive. Data processing techniques can also enhance the accuracy of IMU
data, but these techniques can be difficult to implement. For this reason, while IMUs
can be extremely helpful in determining location through dead reckoning, it is
preferable to rely on them only for short periods of time.

In addition to IMUs†, optical flow sensors could be used to obtain motion data to
inform the process of dead reckoning. Optical flow sensors* use footage taken from
a vehicle to determine the vehicle’s velocity. By comparing images in sequential
frames, the sensor determines an estimate of how far the vehicle moved in the time
between frames. In practice, optical flow sensors typically focus on the ground and
determine a vehicle’s planar velocity without measuring changes in altitude.
Therefore, while optical flow sensors provide motion data, it is uncertain how
accurate this data would be, especially at higher speeds and varying altitudes.
Pitot probes have also been suggested as a unique method of determining vehicle
motion data. Pitot probes are used to determine the stagnation pressure of the air
surrounding a vehicle or other relevant objects. This stagnation pressure can be used
to determine the air’s velocity around the vehicle. When a vehicle is physically
moving through air (rather than air passing over a motionless vehicle), the velocity
calculated from the pitot probe data should be the vehicle’s true velocity; however,
pitot probes only measure velocity in one direction. Multiple pitot probes would
have to be used to determine velocity in three dimensions. Pitot probes would also
have to be mounted on the outside of the rocket, which could interfere with the
rocket’s aerodynamic performance.

Finally, altimeters can be used to determine the launch vehicle’s altitude in real time.
Altimeters measure the pressure of the air surrounding a vehicle. These data is then
†https://www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com/company/inertial-labs/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/1626777?casa_token=BHcIUEE-nK0AAAAA:hxCiKQo0CA_BErPDVN9BOQO2NhnlOnaoRKyJxChTH1MIpKH57lt9u38OkaGp_Yh9vtTWfA
https://arc-aiaa-org.prox.lib.ncsu.edu/doi/abs/10.2514/1.46950
*https://www.centeye.com/technology/optical-flow/
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used to determine the approximate altitude of the vehicle. While these data alone
cannot pinpoint the location of the rocket, it can be used to validate data from other
sources. These data can also be used to tag image data with corresponding altitudes
so that distance measurements can be made. These data will also allow the vehicle
to determine when it has reached apogee and when it reaches ground level.
Therefore, altimeter data can be effectively synthesized with other forms of data to
better understand the rocket’s position over time.
4.9.1.3

Electromagnetic Signaling Techniques
Electromagnetic signaling techniques can also be used to determine the relative
location of important landmarks. Radar in particular could be used to determine
distance from the launch vehicle to notable objects, such as a tree line or a launch
rail. Radar devices function by sending out electromagnetic waves in pulses and
determining how those waves are reflected by objects in their surroundings. While
radar could provide location data, there are practical issues associated with using
radar. The primary issue is that most off-the-shelf radar devices that have enough
range are either too expensive, too large, or too heavy. It is unlikely that a radar
device with sufficient range will be found or developed prior to the competition.
Lidar has also been suggested as a method of determining relative position with
respect to landmarks, but most commercial Lidar devices have even shorter ranges
than radar.
Another form of measurement with electromagnetic signaling utilizes time of flight
sensors which measure the round-trip time of an electromagnetic pulse emitted and
reflected back to a sensor. This technology can be used to find the distance between
the rocket and a ground station, but only when their relative orientation is known.

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) can also be used to find relative location over
short ranges. RFID is most often used to track materials and products throughout
supply chains by determining their existence in a space. Recent research has
discussed methods of using RFID as a means of localization.† Further research is
needed to determine whether RFID would be an adequate localization technique
between the lander and the launch vehicle for the purposes of this project. As an
alternative to RFID, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology* could also be used to
find the distance between two objects over short ranges. BLE would likely also
require the support of a directional antenna to determine the true relative location
of the vehicle with respect to the lander.
4.9.1.4

Guidance Techniques
An unconventional solution to this challenge would be to guide the launch vehicle to
a specific square on the gridded image. This could be facilitated with fin guidance
during vehicle ascent and parachute driven guidance during the vehicle’s descent.
Though it is nearly impossible to confine the rocket to a single grid square using these
methods, confining the rocket’s location to a smaller cluster of squares could help

†https://www.atlasrfidstore.com/rfid-insider/active-rfid-vs-passive-rfid
*https://www.inpixon.com/technology/standards/bluetooth-low-energy
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simplify image recognition and radar search patterns. Additionally, pre-planning the
rocket trajectory could allow for greater refinement of vehicle motion data.
As creative as this strategy is, there are many problems with it. Primarily, FAA
regulations at the launch field prohibit any UAS from being powered on and
performing guided descent above an altitude of 400 ft. For this reason, active
guidance and control techniques will not be employed.

However, the guidance solution pathway suggests that there are great advantages
in improving the stability of the rocket during flight and descent. If the rocket can
launch and descend in a passively-controlled way (ideally straight along the launch
rail trajectory and straight down from apogee), simulations and calculations could
provide an approximate location of the launch vehicle’s landing location, especially
if wind speeds could be considered. As mentioned previously, this approximate
location could be used in support of other search and data collection methods.
Given this, maintaining vehicle stability throughout the flight is a significant design
priority as it could simplify this mission in many ways. If the vehicle team can
minimize the effect of disturbances on the vehicle’s flight path as much as possible,
payload search efforts can be simplified as the launch vehicle should be confined to
a probable landing region. The payload team intends to work with the vehicle team
to make the launch vehicle’s flight as stable and passively controlled as possible.
4.9.1.5

Synthesizing Data
As discussed throughout Section 3.7.1, there are many ways to determine the launch
vehicle’s approximate and relative location at various points in time using many
forms of data collected from many different technologies. The data gathered during
and after a flight can be synthesized in many ways to determine the absolute
location of the launch vehicle within a certain margin of uncertainty. Figure 4-6
shows how the data gathered could be combined to determine the vehicle’s
absolute position.

Fig ure 4-6

Methods of Data Synthesis to Determine Absolute Location
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4.10 Gridded Image of the Launch Field
To meet the challenge requirements, a 5,000-foot by 5,000-foot grid must be overlayed
on an image of the launch field with grid squares no larger than 250 by 250 feet and
provided in the CDR. A high-quality satellite image of the field will be chosen with a
known scale. The boundary will be added first using photo editing software, then
it will be divided into a grid using the maximum square size to accommodate for
error. Each of the squares will be numbered from 1 to 400, with Square 1 in one of the
corners and Square 400 in the opposite corner. The exact location and orientation of the
grid with relation to the notable landmarks is currently undecided.

4.10.1 Baseline Solution 1: Visual-Inertial Tracking via Launch Vehicle
The first baseline solution combines data from three different sources to determine the
launch vehicle’s approximate landing location. From a hardware standpoint, it should be
relatively easy to implement this solution as it only requires the integration of IMUs,
cameras, altimeters, and data processing devices. From a software standpoint, there are
substantial challenges in implementing this solution given that it relies on the successful
development of accurate and reliable image recognition frameworks.

Prior to launch, key landmarks will be identified in the gridded aerial image of the launch
site, and image recognition frameworks will be developed to recognize them. During
launch, the vehicle will collect motion data through IMUs to determine the vehicle’s
approximate position with respect to the launch rail. During the vehicle’s descent,
cameras on the launch vehicle will take images of the terrain below, and image
recognition algorithms will identify landmarks (ideally in real time). Altimeter data can
then be synthesized with the image recognition data to determine the location of the
launch vehicle relative to a significant landmark on the gridded image. After the last
landmark has been identified during descent, IMU data will be used to determine the
launch vehicle’s drift from the vehicle’s last known location to its landing location. The
last known location will be used as the new starting point for the integration of IMU data.
If image recognition is successful, this method will reduce reliance on IMU, which
decreases the amount of error accumulated in the integration of acceleration data. In
addition, if no landmarks are identified during descent, the IMU data should still provide
a range of possible landing locations based on the uncertainty in its measurements.
4.10.1.1

Lower Payload Bay
Baseline Solution 1’s method of locating the launch vehicle relies primarily on data
gathered from cameras and sensors. These cameras and sensors need to be
integrated into the launch vehicle to collect quality data and such that they are able
to be connected to hardware for processing. To meet these integration objectives,
the cameras, sensors, and other technology required to implement Baseline Solution
1 will be kept together in the Lower Payload Bay.

The Lower Payload Bay will be located between the AV Bay and fin can. While
payload elements are usually found within the upper sections of the launch vehicle,
the payload electronics are being strategically housed lower in the launch vehicle.
Placing cameras on the low end of the launch vehicle should prevent images from
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being unnecessarily obstructed by fins or the body of the launch vehicle. In addition,
during descent, the fin can is a relatively stable section due to the weight of the
motor within it. For this reason, mounting the cameras on the fin can should provide
the clearest views. The less the images are obstructed and blurred, the greater
chance the image recognition framework will successfully identify a landmark.
Further justification of camera location can be found in Section 4.10.1.2.
Therefore, it is advantageous to mount cameras on the fin-can. These cameras must
connect back to image processing hardware within the launch vehicle. The payload
electronics are in a lower section of the launch vehicle to facilitate this connection.
Data from altimeters and IMUs must also be transferred to the processing hardware,
so these sensors will also be located with the payload electronics in the Lower
Payload Bay.
Based on previous launch vehicle heritage, the total section of the launch vehicle
dedicated to carrying the payload has had a maximum of 30 inches. The baseline
structure of the launch vehicle this year will follow that heritage, dedicating 30
inches of space to the payload. The payload architecture for Baseline Solution 2,
discussed in Section 4.10.2, requires a significant amount of launch vehicle volume
to achieve its objectives. For this reason, the Lower Payload Bay will be kept to a
minimum size. Currently, the Lower Payload Bay is baselined to be 6 inches long,
under the assumption that this will provide enough space for all of the electronics
with a little room for buffer.
4.10.1.2

C amera Integration
As discussed in Section 4.10.1.1, the cameras on the launch vehicle need to be
orientated downwards so that they can take images of the terrain below. During
recovery, the rocket separates into multiple elements – one of which is the fin-can.
The fin-can is one of the heaviest elements of the launch vehicle during descent
because it carries the motor casing and structure. In addition, the fin-can is bottom
heavy because the motor is located near the bottom of the fin-can. For this reason,
the fin-can’s vertical orientation remains fairly constant during descent. For this
reason, cameras will be attached to the fin-can pointed downward. This design
decision leverages the fin-can’s relatively stable orientation to provide consistent
camera views of the ground.
While the fin-can’s vertical orientation will remain stable, the fin-can still rotate
easily around its vertical axis, as shown in Figure 4-7 If the fin-can spins around its
vertical axis quickly, the images taken from the cameras might be blurred. In
addition, if the fin-can spins sporadically, it could be more difficult to determine the
true orientation of the cameras when images are taken. Determining the launch
vehicle’s relative location with respect to identified landmarks depends on an
accurate understanding of camera orientation. For this reason, further stabilizing the
fin-can around its vertical axis could provide greater confidence in the cameras’
ability to capture high-quality images and the IMU’s accuracy in determining the
orientation of the cameras at any given point in time. Further research is needed to
determine how the fin-can could be stabilized. Initial ideas include using momentum
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wheels and gyroscopes, but the application and feasibility of these methods are not
well enough understood.

Fig ure 4-7

Typical Fin Can Motion During Descent

Two cameras will be attached to the lower end of the launch vehicle. These cameras
will be located as close to the fin-can as possible, if not on the fin-can itself. Further
analysis is needed to determine whether these cameras can be safely and effectively
mounted on the fin-can. If heat from the motor interferes with the performance of
cameras and necessary electronics, the cameras will be mounted higher on the
launch vehicle. In addition, if mounting cameras on the fin-can has negative
structural or aerodynamic implications, they can be mounted higher on the vehicle.
Finally, the cameras will be mounted on the Lower Payload Bay instead of the fincan if it simplifies the integration process.

Fig ure 4-8

Aerodynamic Shell Camera Mountings on Fin Can

The cameras will be located on opposite sides of the launch vehicle to provide
symmetry and stability. The cameras will be mounted on the rocket using an
aerodynamic shell, with the cameras being located at the bottom of the shell
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pointing downward. The cameras will be connected to hardware within the rocket
through the inside of the shell. A preliminary model of the aeroshell camera
mountings on the body tube is shown in Figure 4-8.
4.10.1.3

Altimeter Integration
In order to aid the inertial navigation further, altimeter data will be gathered. While
one altimeter would suffice, we propose using 2 to reduce measurement
uncertainty. The altimeters will be mounted on an electronics sled in the Lower
Payload Bay and will be connected to the same microcontroller as the IMUs and
camera(s). The tube section containing the altimeters will have holes of sufficient
diameter to accurately measure the static pressure outside of the rocket.
This style of altitude measurement is sensitive to any motion of the rocket in a nonaxial direction. From previous launches, we know that this weakness is an issue when
descending on the drogue parachute; the measures altitude has been completely
unreliable. Rocket mounted camera footage confirms that during drogue descent,
the rocket sections move in a chaotic manner which is the suspected cause of this
error. Later, while the rocket is descending on the main parachute, the altitude
readings are less sporadic but could still be affected by wind increasing the pressure
inside the payload section and skewing our reading.
Another potential problem comes from the proposed location of the altimeters
relative to the motor. Since the lower payload section is directly on top of the motor
tube, it is possible for heat from the motor to the payload cavity throughout the
flight. If the temperature of the air around the altimeters changes too much, it could
skew our altitude measurements. Most altimeters can also measure temperature,
which we would then use to compensate for the motor heat. To meet recovery
requirements, none of the Lower Payload Bay altimeters will be connected to the
recovery system electronics in any way.

4.10.1.4

IMU Integration
The Inertial Measurement Units, IMUs, will be used as the backbone for this baseline
solution. They will be able to collect data throughout the whole flight. If needed, we
could make a prediction of the rocket’s location based solely on their data. The
prediction will be very imprecise, as described in section 4.11.1.
The IMUs will be mounted in the lower Payload Bay and will be connected to the
same microcontroller as the Camera(s) and payload altimeters. The orientation of
the IMUs will vary as to counteract any systematic drift with the sensor that we are
unable to calibrate for. The layout is TBD since it depends on how many IMUs we
purchase and the design of the structure of the lower payload bay. The reasoning
behind exactly how many IMUs we may purchase is in Section 4.11.1, which covers
IMU error and error reduction.
If possible, the IMUs will be vibrationally separated from the rocket. This separation
would damp any strong disturbances where there is a large change in acceleration,
thus decreasing the error from having to integrate discrete sampling.
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4.10.1.5

Fig ure 4-9

Vehicle Data Processing Flow Diagram

Flowchart for Visual-Inertial tracking of the rocket with in-flight data
As per the flowchart above, the IMU and image data are used to measure certain
state variables of the rocket system. Those state variable measurements are then
used to advance a Kalman filter. IMU readings will be generated often and reliably,
so most of the time the filter will be advanced solely on those readings. In the event
of a data point from image recognition being made available, it will also be used to
update the state of the Kalman Filter.
Image recognition of landmarks will give us two potential methods of calculating the
rocket’s state variables from their measurements. Both methods use orientation
information from the rocket’s current state, coupled with information about the
orientation of the camera on the rocket to discern the direction from the landmark
to the rocket. The first method uses the altitude information from the payload’s
altimeters and trigonometry to find the distance from the landmark. Then, we can
calculate the rocket’s position in 3D space which are our state variables. The second
method uses further image recognition to estimate a distance to the landmark. That
estimation is then used to find the rocket’s position state variables. The preferred
method will be chosen later, presumably after some uncertainty analysis.

4.10.2 Baseline Solution 2: Planetary Lander for Image Recognition
Baseline Solution 2 includes a Planetary Lander that will jettison from the rocket on
descent. Before the Planetary Lander lands, four legs will deploy to support and level the
lander on uneven terrain. The legs also give the Planetary Lander more height. At the top
of the lander, there will be a gimbal with four cameras on top of it. The cameras will take
pictures of the field in four distinct directions to get a full view of the surroundings. Image
recognition will be applied to the photos to identify roughly where the lander is on the
field. The Planetary Lander will be equipped with radio to communicate back with the
rocket. The lander should be able to determine where it is with respect to a notable
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landmark on the gridded image and with respect to the launch vehicle’s landing location.
Using these two relative distances, the launch vehicle’s location will be calculated and
transmitted to the Command Base using radio. The structure and deployment of the
Planetary Lander will be similar to that of the Tacho Lycos design team in the 2020-2021
competition.† Detailed redesign is necessary to meet this year’s competition objectives,
but the previous structure and heritage provides a solid foundation for evolution.
4.10.2.1

Planetary Lander System Overview
The Planetary Lander will be jettisoned from the rocket during descent at an
approximate altitude of 500 feet. The lander’s parachute will deploy, decreasing the
speed of the lander’s descent. The accelerometer in the lander will trigger the legs
to deploy. Once the lander comes to a rest on the ground, the parachute will either
be released or pulled into the lander so that the parachute will not drag the lander
around or interfere with imaging.
At the top of the lander, 4 cameras on a gimbal will take pictures of the surroundings.
The gimbal will be used to level the camera. The gimbal will only level the cameras
at the top, the rest of the lander will not get righted by the gimbal. It will be a small
gimbal that will go near the top but underneath the cameras. An existing gimbal that
already works will be implemented into the lander. Leveling the camera will ensure

†https://tacholycostesthome.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/north-carolina-state-university-2021-cdr-document.pdf
that even distant landmarks near the horizon can be seen. The cameras will
communicate this information to the microprocessor in the Planetary Lander, which
will use image recognition to determine where the lander is with respect to a
significant landmark on the gridded image. Using radio signaling, radar, or image
recognition, the Planetary Lander will determine its relative location with respect to
the rocket, which should be in detection range. Further research into the method of
localization between the lander and the launch vehicle is needed.

Once the Planetary Lander has located itself with respect to a landmark and with
respect to the launch vehicle, the location of the launch vehicle with respect to the
landmark can be determined, from which the launch vehicle’s grid location can be
determined. The launch vehicle’s grid location will be transmitted from the lander
to the Command Base using radio communication.
The body of the Planetary Lander is 22 inches long. The length and the width of the
bottom portion of the lander will be 3.5 inches by 3.5 inches. The bottom 12 inches
will have these dimensions and the upper portions of the lander will be 3.031 by 2.7
inches. The length and width of the legs will be approximately 1 inch by 1 inch, and
the legs will be 18 inches long. A preliminary model of the lander in stowed
configuration is shown in Figure 4-10 and in deployed figuration in Figure 4-12.

The electronics of the lander will be placed in the larger part of the box near the
bottom of the lander. The electronics will consist of a microprocessor, a battery, a
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radio, and anything needed for the method of contacting the rocket. Also, there will
be a locking mechanism on the sides of the lander to keep the legs in place. The
locking mechanism will be controlled by servo motors that are in the lander. Near
the top of the lander but under the camera portion, there will be two electronic locks
on the side of the lander for the parachutes. The electronics along with having the
lander being bigger on the bottom should make the lander bottom heavy. Further
analysis will be done, and extra weight will be added to the bottom of the lander if
necessary.

Fig ure 4-10

Planetary Lander in Stowed Configuration

The legs will fold up along the body of the lander as shown in the figure. Once the lander
is jettisoned from the rocket the triggering mechanism will activate. The accelerometers
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will communicate to the microcontroller which will tell the servo motors to release the
legs. The legs are spring loaded and will be forced into the deployed configuration.

Fig ure 4-11

B ottom of Planetary Lander

The U-Bolt is on the bottom of the Planetary Lander. The lander will be put into the rocket
upside down and will be supported by the U-Bolt.
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Fig ure 4-12

Planetary Lander in Deployed Configuration

This figure demonstrates what the Planetary Lander will look like on the ground. The
legs are separate from one another so they will end up at different angles to help
level the lander. After the legs are triggered, their range will get locked so that on
impact with the ground the legs do not completely unfold.

4.10.2.2

Upper Payload Bay and Planetary Lander Integration
The Planetary Lander will be housed in the Upper Payload Bay. The Upper Payload
Bay will be 24 inches long. This will provide enough space for the Planetary Lander,
which is baselined to be 22 inches long, and integration hardware. The Upper
Payload Bay will be located at the top of the rocket, right below the nosecone.
As discussed in Section 4.10.2.1, the Planetary Lander will be bottom heavy to
provide stability upon landing. Because of this, the Planetary Lander will be put in
the Upper Payload Bay upside down, with the bottom of the lander closer to the
nose cone and the top of the lander pointing towards the bottom of the rocket.
Integrating the lander in this orientation should balance weight enough to ensure
that vehicle stability requirements are met.
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The Upper Payload Bay is responsible for securing the payload during ascent,
releasing the payload during descent, and autonomously jettisoning the payload at
an altitude of 500 ft AGL. To meet these design goals, the Upper Payload Bay will
include an electronic rotary latch to secure the payload in place during ascent. The
rotary latch will be connected to a battery, a controller, and an altimeter. These
electronics will enable the rotary latch to actuate at a preset altitude. These
electronics will be located behind the bulkhead that separates the Upper Payload
Bay from the nosecone.
In addition to the rotary latch, the payload will be further secured in the Upper
Payload Bay using shear pins that go through the walls of the launch vehicle and
attach to the payload body. It is expected that the shear pins and the electronic
rotary latch will be sufficient to secure the payload within the launch vehicle.
However, if there are concerns about stabilization of the payload during flight,
additional integration and locking mechanisms can be added to the payload bay.
4.10.2.3

Planetary Lander Deployment
For Baseline Solution 2 to be feasible, the Planetary Lander must land within a
reasonable distance from the launch vehicle. This is because the Planetary Lander
will need to determine its position with respect to the launch vehicle, through some
imaging or signaling process. For this reason, minimizing the drift of the planetary
lander upon descent is extremely important. Minimizing the altitude at which the
Planetary Lander deploys should minimize the amount of drift from the launch
vehicle that the lander would experience. For this reason, the lander will be
jettisoned from the Upper Payload Bay at approximately 500 ft AGL. It is assumed
that this altitude is reasonable given that it was the lowest altitude that landers were
able to deploy during the 2021 NASA Student Launch Competition.
During descent, the Planetary Lander will be released from the rotary latch at a
predetermined altitude at which the launch vehicle is not experiencing a high
magnitude of acceleration. It is estimated that this release will occur between 750
to 1500 ft AGL. Further research is needed to verify the true release altitude. After
being unlatched, the payload will still be supported by shear pins in the Upper
Payload Bay. Finally, when the payload reaches an altitude of approximately 500600 ft AGL, the main parachute will deploy, thereby applying a force to the payload,
allowing shear pins to break, and pulling the payload out of the Upper Payload Bay.
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Fig ure 4-13

Payload Release Block Diagram

After exiting the Upper Payload Bay, the payload will briefly be supported by the
main parachute before the link between the payload and main parachute will break
using an Advanced Retention and Release Device (ARRD). The ARRD is a quick release
device that will separate in two pieces due to the ignition of a small charge. This
separation will happen at a relatively low altitude of 500 ft AGL to ensure that the
payload has exited the payload bay. The altitude of separation will be determined
by an altimeter that will send an electric signal to an e-match to ignite the black
powder in the ARRD. Following separation, the Planetary Lander’s parachute will
deploy at a predetermined altitude using a Jolly Logic parachute release system that
is actuated based on pressure. A diagram of payload separation and parachute
deployment is shown in Figure 4-14 below.

Fig ure 4-14

Planetary Lander Release Diagram
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To meet recovery requirements, none of the Planetary Lander altimeters will be
connected to the recovery system electronics in any way. The legs of the lander will
be spring-loaded and will trigger after the Planetary Lander is deployed from the
rocket. The leg deployment is detailed in Section 4.10.2.4.
4.10.2.4

Leg Deployment
While in the rocket, the legs will be up against the Planetary Lander. The hinge for
the legs will be located on the bottom of the Planetary Lander. The hinges will allow
the legs to move from its stowed position to its landing position. While in the rocket,
the legs will be kept in place using a locking mechanism. Once the Planetary Lander
is jettisoned from the rocket, the accelerometers will communicate to the
microcontroller to trigger the servo motor to unlock the legs. The legs will be springloaded so once the locking mechanism is disengaged the legs will be pushed into
place. The legs will have a range of motion from the hinge so that the angle the legs
are from the ground is not set. Another locking mechanism will be used to set a max
range for the legs so that they do not collapse back towards the lander upon landing.
If the Planetary Lander lands on uneven ground the legs will be at different angles to
help level the lander. To provide stability, the legs will not have motion side to side.
In other words, the legs will only be able to move in one degree of freedom. The
Planetary Lander will be bottom heavy to make the lander more resilient to wind.
The legs will also be weighted to keep them firmly in place.

4.10.2.5

Planetary Lander Parachute Release
After landing on the ground, the parachute carrying the Planetary Lander will be
released. This release is necessary so that the force of the parachute does not pull
or tip over the lander while it is on the ground. An electronic locking mechanism will
be used to release the parachute. The proposed solution is to use strong electronic
rotary latches to release the parachute. Altimeters will be used to determine when
the lander reaches ground level. Then, the controller will signal the electronic rotary
latches to release. This control process is depicted in Figure 4-15 below.

Fig ure 4-15

Payload Release Block Diagram

Further research must be done to determine the exact locking and release
mechanisms that will be used. Preliminary research has shown that such devices do
exist, but finding a device with appropriate reliability, strength, and cost proves to
be somewhat difficult. One possible locking mechanism is Camlock’s Series 100
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Rotary Latch which can withstand up to 7,000 N of force.† The CamLock Series 100
Rotary Latch is favorable in comparison to other rotary latches on the market
because it has been designed specifically to prevent forced openings. This provides
confidence in its ability to secure the critical Planetary Lander Parachute System
reliably. Alternatives to rotary latches will also be explored.
4.10.2.6

Planetary Lander Camera Integration
At the top of the lander will be a gimbal with the cameras on top of that gimbal. The
inclusion of the gimbal will ensure the pictures taken at the top are level even if the
lander falls on uneven terrain. The legs of the lander will also help keep the lander
level. An electronic compass will be paired with a camera so that the orientation of
the pictures with respect to the lander's location will be known. The electronic
compass will communicate to the microprocessor which way the primary camera is
pointing. The direction of the other cameras will be derived based on the first
camera’s orientation. The accelerometer in the Planetary lander will recognize when
the lander is resting on the ground. That information will be passed to the
microprocessor, which will tell the cameras to take pictures.

4.10.2.7

D ata Processing Flow Diagram
The Planetary Lander will be used to take photos of its surroundings. Using image
recognition, the lander should theoretically be able to identify a nearby landmark.
The relative distance to that landmark can be determined by comparing the
landmark’s true height with its pixelated height in the image, given that approximate
pixel dimensions are known. In addition, the direction to the landmark can be
determined using magnetometer data indicating which direction the camera is
pointing and the location of the landmark within the image.
Assuming the Planetary Lander does not drift too far from the launch vehicle during
descent, the lander should be able to communicate with the launch vehicle using an
electronic signaling technique (likely using Bluetooth or RFID technology). This
technology should be able to provide the approximate location of the launch vehicle
with respect to the lander. Further discussion about the selection of signaling
technology between the lander and the launch vehicle can be found in Section 4.10.6
Finally, the relative locations of the lander with respect to the landmark and with
respect to the launch vehicle can be used to determine the location of the launch
vehicle on the gridded image. The flow diagram in Figure 4-16 shows how data will
be collected and combined to determine the launch vehicle’s location.

†https://www.camlock.com/en-us/electronic-locking/rotary-latch/series-100
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Figure 4-16
4.10.2.8

La nder Data Processing Flow Diagram

Potential Planetary Lander Modifications
The first possible modification is to replace the legs with stands. Before the Planetary
lander hits the ground, four stands will uncurl from the lander to give it more support
and disperse the impact. The stands will be in line with the bottom of the Planetary
Lander. The stands would not add any height to the lander, so either a worm gear or
linear actuator mechanism would be used. Either system will be used to increase the
height of the top of part of the Planetary Lander. In the worm gear system, the worm
rod would be vertical in the lander and the gear powered by a motor would rotate
the rod out of the Planetary Lander. The worm gear system would just use 1 camera
on top of the gimbal and would get images in different directions as the rod part of
the worm gear system rotates. In the linear actuator idea, there would be 4 cameras
on top of the gimbal that the

4.10.3 Alternative Solutions
Baseline Solution 1 and Baseline Solution 2 have been selected as the most feasible
solutions to this challenge. It is expected that both baseline solutions would be included
in the payload to provide redundant methods of achieving mission objectives. This section
covers a couple alternate solutions to be considered prior to PDR.

4.10.3.1

Image Recognition Via Autonomous Drone
The first alternative payload design solution uses images taken from a drone
deployed after landing to identify the rocket’s location relative to local landmarks.
The key difference between Baseline Solution 1 and this alternative solution is that
the drone can move around to find landmarks and that the launch vehicle’s position
is now fixed. As long as the drone position relative to the rocket is known and a
landmark position relative to the drone is known, the absolute location of the launch
vehicle can be determined.
Given the inclusion of Baseline Solution 1, the launch vehicle can only realistically
accommodate one additional solution – either Baseline Solution 2 or the alternative
solution. Baseline Solution 2 was prioritized over the alternative solution because it
is uncertain whether achieving drone autonomy without GPS would be feasible.
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4.10.3.2

Image Recognition Via Stick Camera
For the second payload alternative payload design, a Self-Leveling Integration
Mechanism (SLIM) would be used to level the payload inside the rocket. After the
rocket lands, SLIM would orientate the tube of the body so that payload doors will
be facing upward, and the payload inside would be in the proper deployment
orientation. Then, the launch vehicle’s doors would open, and a structure supporting
a camera(s) would deploy from the rocket. A stepper motor would be used to rotate
the structure into a vertical orientation, and then a linear actuator could be used to
increase the height of the rod so that the cameras would have better clearance over
terrain obstacles.
In data processing, IMU data would be used to get an understanding of roughly
where the rocket landed, and the cameras would be used to gather images. These
images could be processed with some form of image recognition framework to
determine a more precise location of the launch vehicle. This solution is similar to
Baseline Solution 2, given that both of these solutions use image recognition to
identify the rocket’s location with respect to landmarks after landing. The difference
between this solution and Baseline Solution 2 is in how the ground system deploys,
with Baseline Solution 2 being a lander and this solution being a deployable
mechanism that is still integrated in the launch vehicle upon landing.
The lander was selected as the baseline, as opposed to this alternative, because the
lander is more controlled and has less failure modes associated with the vehicle’s
landing location. In the past, our team has struggled with ground deployments due
to unfavorable ground conditions upon landing.

4.10.4 Image Recognition Techniques
As discussed in Section 4.9.1.1, there are many image recognition techniques that could
be used to identify the launch vehicle’s location, each of which have their own tradeoffs.
The selection of an image recognition technique depends on the estimated effectiveness
of the technique, the estimated complexity of implementation, and how well each
technique aligns with the image data that can be captured using the payload system.

Edge detection methods are effective for finding the outlines of notable objects in an
image. If the size of an object is known and the camera/software is properly calibrated,
there are techniques for determining the scale of the image and how far away objects are
from the camera. By combining these techniques, it becomes possible to take several
images and determine the rocket’s location relative to the surrounding local landmarks.
Terrain matching would be used with pictures taken of the ground as the rocket is
descending with satellite images of the launch field. In theory, the photos taken during
descent would be compared to the satellite image, matching landmarks and ground
features to determine the rocket’s location above the field and calculating drift to
generate an accurate understanding of where it lands.
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These techniques are very different and have varying applications for the solutions
detailed in Sections 4.10.1 and 4.10.2. Terrain matching would be most applicable for
Baseline Solution 1 to aid in determining the drift of the rocket during descent and
reducing the error from the IMUs. Edge detection, on the other hand, is a better
technique for the lander, autonomous drone, and stick camera solutions. These would all
take images from the ground, or close to it, leaving little room for comparing the terrain
with other images. Instead, local landmarks would be visible and could be detected, with
the distances from them being calculated from known dimensions and image properties.
The coding and processing for both techniques would be done in either Python on
Raspberry Pi or in CUDA on NVIDIA Jetson. CUDA is capable of interfacing between
common coding languages such as C, C++, Fortran, and Python.
Using the coordinates provided by NASA during Q&A (34° 53' 43.6'' N, 86° 37' 0.12'' W), a
satellite image of the launch field can be observed on Google Earth. This can be used to
determine some potential landmarks to be used for locating the rocket’s relative position
before launch so that the image recognition software knows what it is looking for to
provide greater accuracy in the final output. From both aerial and ground views, the most
notable landmarks are Bragg Farms (at the top right of the reference image provided), the
tree line on the left-hand side, the small building and grouping of trees in the middle of
the field, and the roads through and around the field. From the ground, seen using Google
Street View, there are also some power lines visible that can be used as potential markers.

Figure 4-17

Satellite Image of the Huntsville Launch Field for Reference

To predict whether image recognition would be possible, candidate landmarks were
identified in aerial and ground images of the launch field. Candidate aerial landmarks are
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shown in Figure 4-18 from a camera view of approximately 5900 ft AGL, which is similar
to the launch vehicle’s maximum altitude. Because of this, the greatest field of view that
could be obtained from the launch vehicle is comparable to what is shown in Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-18

Candidate Landmarks for Aerial Image Recognition

The candidate ground landmarks are shown in Figure 4-19, with the approximate distance
between the camera and the landmark being 2500 ft (ideally the farthest the lander will
be from a landmark). A key limitation of image recognition from the lander is that
landmarks cannot be viewed from all sides prior to launch. Ground images from Google
Earth can only be collected from the paved road at the edge of the launch field. For this
reason, there is great uncertainty about whether ground-based image recognition can be
successful with limited information. Prior to the PDR, further research about the
capabilities of image recognition in this context is needed. A preliminary risk reduction
method would be to select landmarks that look similar from all sides, as many of the
landmarks in Figure 4-19 are. In addition, studies will be completed to investigate what
camera views can be generated from the lander and the launch vehicle.

Figure 4-19

Candidate Landmarks for Ground-Based Image Recognition
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4.10.5 Data Processing Hardware
To process the data gathered for this project the NVIDIA Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 4
are being considered. Both microcontrollers have I2C, SCI, and GPIO capabilities along
with 3.3v and 5v power supply pins. The Raspberry Pi is a cheap, commonly used
microcontroller which the team has used in previous years. The Jetson is a more powerful
microcontroller, but it is also more costly, and the senior design team does not already
know how to work with it. It has built in support for deep learning and AI-based inference
workloads, making it as easy and efficient as possible to develop image recognition
capabilities. The decision for which processor we will use is to be determined after a full
payload cost analysis.

4.10.6 Communication and Data Transmission
Communication between the microcontroller and the ground station will be done via
LoRa radio. This method allows for long range and low bandwidth. The long range is
necessary because the rocket is liable to land up to on the order of one mile away. LoRa
can give transmission ranges up to 20km for directional antennae, and up to 2km for line
of sight with wire antennae. The disadvantage that comes with such long-range
communication is that the bandwidth is limited, being at a maximum of 19.2kb/s. Since
the payload only needs to transmit the number of the square it landed in, this bandwidth
limit is not an issue.
Communication between the microcontroller and the lander will also be done by LoRa.
We will use the same transmission method because the lander and rocket could be out
of WiFi range of each other, and the low bandwidth is not an issue since we will only need
to transmit a few numbers to the rocket from the lander. Figure 4-20 shows the
electronics and communications relationships within the vehicle-lander-ground-station
system.
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Figure 4-20

4.10.6.1

Electronics and Communications Relationship Diagram

C ommunicating With and Locating the Lander
There is still some uncertainty about the feasibility of using signaling technologies to
identify the position of the lander with respect to the launch vehicle once both systems
have landed. The baseline idea is to use a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Device or RadioFrequency Identification (RFID) to identify the lander’s location with respect to the
rocket, given that these signaling techniques are used to determine object position over
a short range. If BLE is used, it would likely need to be paired with a directional antenna
to determine the directional relationship between the lander and the launch vehicle. It
is unclear how precise RFID and BLE are and whether they would provide sufficient
range for communication between the two systems.
If BLE and RFID technologies fail to meet the mission’s necessary communication
requirements, which will be derived by PDR, IMUs could also be used as a fallback
solution. Specifically, IMUs could be integrated on the Planetary Lander, just as they are
integrated on the launch vehicle, to determine how far the lander drifts following
separation. This could be compared to how far the launch vehicle drifts during this
period to determine the distance between the two systems. While relying on IMU data
does allow for greater error to be introduced, the IMU data would only be integrated
over a short period of time, which provides confidence that the relative position data
would be precise enough.
As a final alternative, if the lander is close enough to the launch vehicle, image
recognition could also be used to determine the launch vehicle’s location with respect
to the lander. This would require that the launch vehicle is within the lander’s field of
view. Further testing and analysis should determine whether this technique would be
possible. A camera orientation and field-of-view study will be conducted before PDR to
explore this positioning strategy.
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4.11 Experimental Payload Challenges
4.11.1

IMU Error Accumulation
The greatest challenge with using IMUs for inertial navigation is that their error tends
to build up and the position estimate becomes very imprecise over a short period of
time. This error, referred to as drift, occurs because of a few different reasons. The first
reason is that any measurement error in the accelerometer readings will cause a small
amount of error to accumulate when integrating to find velocity. That error in velocity
is then magnified when integrating again to position information. The second cause of
drift is from the IMU’s orientation readings. There is random error in each
measurement here as well, in addition to the tendency of gyroscopes to drift over time.
Orientation error compounds with velocity error to give even more uncertainty to the
final position measurement.

The brute force method to reduce IMU error is to have multiple units making
measurements. This will always reduce the random error by a factor of the inverse of
the square root of the number of sensors. Additionally, we could diminish systematic
drift in the gyroscopes by varying their orientation, so that the drift would be averaged
out when the data is combined.

4.11.2

Camera Orientation and Stability
With respect to Baseline Solution 1, discussed in Section 4.10.1, there are challenges in
ensuring consistent camera orientation and stability throughout descent. As discussed
in Section 4.10.1.2, cameras will be mounted on the fin-can to provide as much passive
stability as possible. The fin-can has a fairly consistent orientation during descent, due
to its weighting, which will allow the camera’s orientation to remain fairly constant.
However, the fin-can is still prone to slight swinging and spinning motions that are
difficult to obviate. While it is expected that the fin cameras can obtain quality images
even while the fin-can is in motion, minimizing the fin-can’s motion can further
guarantee that images will be high quality and clear. In addition, minimizing spinning
can provide further confidence that camera orientation data during descent, as
determined by magnetometers, is accurate.
If time and resources allow, efforts will be made to further stabilize the fin-can during
descent using attitude control. Preliminary ideas for attitude control of the fin-can
include using momentum wheels and control moment gyroscopes. Further research is
needed to determine if these attitude control methods are feasible within the budget,
timeline, and scope of this project.

4.11.3

Image Recognition Software Development
Development of image recognition software has never been an easy task, especially for
those with little coding experience. Fortunately, today there are resources available to
help lighten this burden. There are a number of techniques and algorithms already
developed for similar purposes using Python that are free on the internet to look at and
use. These programs will be a valuable resource to use as a baseline that can be
expanded upon to meet the goals of this challenge.
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The orientation of the cameras and clarity of the images taken will have an impact on
the effectiveness of the software developed. As such, it is an important goal to keep the
cameras as level and stable as possible. Baseline Solution 1 provides the greatest
challenge in this regard as the cameras will be on the outside of the rocket taking images
in motion during descent. Increasing stability of the falling rocket by optimizing fin
design will improve the clarity of the images taken and help with processing.
For Baseline Solution 2, attaching the cameras to a gimbal at the top of the lander will
help keep them level and provide images that are as easy to read and process as
possible. This technique would also be useful for the Stick Camera alternative solution.
When looking at the autonomous drone alternative solution, one way to make
detecting the rocket easier would be to paint the rocket a bright color that stands out
on the launch field. Painting the rocket this way could also be useful for Baseline
Solution 2 if image recognition is used to determine the rocket’s location relative to the
lander instead of using radio signals.

4.11.4

Autonomous Parachute Release
With respect to Baseline Solution 2, there is still some uncertainty about the capability
of releasing the Planetary Lander’s parachute autonomously. This action will require an
electrical release mechanism. However, research has shown that most off-the-shelf
electronic release mechanisms do not list strength capacities in their specifications.
Strength and holding force are extremely important aspects of a release mechanism
being used in this application, given that successful deployment and retention of a
parachute is critical to both mission success and safety.
Most electrical release mechanisms that were found to have sufficient holding force
were generally expensive and could not be purchased given the budget for this project.
Further research is needed to determine the holding force provided by typical,
inexpensive, off-the-shelf electronic release mechanisms. Electronic rotary latches
seem to be the most promising solution now, but alternative solutions should also be
investigated.

4.12 Preliminary Design Concept Analysis
Conducting frequent systems-level design analysis can help obviate failure modes and
mitigate risk. For this reason, a preliminary technical Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) was completed, included in Section 4.12. In addition to this, major design trades were
identified and discussed in Section 4.13. The failure modes and major design trades identified
in this section will guide design refinement, concept selection, and testing throughout the
design and fabrication phases of this project. Early awareness of these design challenges
should allow the team to reduce a great amount of mission risk.

4.12.1 Preliminary Technical FMEA
This section includes a preliminary FMEA based on high-level risks that were
identified throughout ideation and conceptual design phases. The failure modes are
classified by the severity of their consequences, their likelihood of occurrence, and
the likelihood of detection. The scores for each of these metrics are shown in Table
4-7, and the Risk Priority Number (RPN) is a product of these three metrics. The RPN
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is a measure of how much each technical risk should be prioritized. Failure modes
with higher RPNs require greater attention. The technical FMEA is included in Table
4-8. It is important to note that FMEA scores in Table 4-8 are early estimates.
Table 4-7

FMEA Classification Table

Severity

Occurrence

Detection
Detection
Probability

Score

Description

Score

Probability Score

10 Very
High

Minimum mission success
criteria is not achievable

10 Very
High

> 50%

10 Very
Low

< 50%

8 High

Major impact to full mission
success criteria. Minimum
success criteria is achievable. 8 High

25-50%

8 Low

50-70%

Moderate impact to full
mission success criteria.
6
Minimum success criteria is
Moderate achievable with margin.

6 Moderate 15-25%

6
Moderate 70-85%

4 Low

Minor impact to full mission
success criteria.

4 Low

2-15%

4 High

85-95%

2 Very
Low

No impact to full mission
success criteria.

2 Very Low 0.1-2%

2 Very
High

> 95%
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Ta ble 4-8
Process
Potential Failure Potential Failure Severity
Step/Input
Modes
Effects
(1-10)

Weathercocking

Launch vehicle
may be far from
its predicted
apogee altitude.
Launch vehicle
may not reach a 8
minimum
altitude of 4,000
ft, disqualifying
the team for the
Altitude Award.

Preliminary Technical FMEA Table
Potential
Causes

Occurrence
(1-10)

Detection
(1-10)

Interaction of
wind and
aerodynamic
forces with
6
stability
properties of
the launch
vehicle.

Few controls
exist beyond
simulation.
Further
research is
needed to
determine
how to
10
prevent and
detect
chance of
weathercocking. This has
been a weak
point in team
history.

Camera
mountings on
external
surfaces of
the launch
vehicle
6
obstruct flow
over the
vehicle,
thereby
creating drag.

Analysis and
simulation
are the best
ways to
understand
and control
for these
aerodynamic 8
effects. The
impact of
these effects
could be
reduced by
designing
shells to be

Launching
vehicle to
determined
altitude
Launch vehicle
may be far from
its predicted
apogee altitude.
Aerodynamic
If impacts are
disturbance from
significant,
4
external
vehicle may not
components
reach 4,000 ft,
disqualifying the
team for the
Altitude Award.

Current
Controls
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RPN

Action
Recommended

Point of
Contact

480

Research: test
strategies to
prevent
weathercocking
at interest
launch; running
simulations and Haydn
predicting
altitude based on
common
weather
conditions at the
launch field.

192

Research:
evaluate
aerodynamic
effects of atypical
external
components
(cameras) and
design camera
Haydn
housing
appropriately.
Run simulations
and select motor
to maximize
chance of
reaching desired
altitude.

Launch vehicle
may drift from
Maintaining
its initial landing
Wind picking up or
vehicle
position, making
dragging
4
position
it difficult to
parachutes
after launch
determine its
true landing
position.

Landing
vehicle
within
specified
grid

Wind causing
rocket to drift
significantly

Launch vehicle
may drift far
from the launch
rail during
10
descent, causing
it to land outside
the specified
grid.

Force of wind
inflates
parachutes
which could
pull the
6
rocket away
from its initial
landing
location.

Force of wind
causes rocket
to drift
thousands of 4
feet away
during its
descent.

highly
aerodynamic.
Analysis of
the effects of
wind on
parachutes
and the
lander postlanding.
Designing an
anchor
4
mechanism
to prevent
post-landing
vehicle
motion.
Refraining
from
launching in
strong wind.

Minimizing
the descent
time of the
rocket.
Strategically
selecting grid 2
area to
include most
probable
landing
locations.
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80

Transfer: design
parachute
release
Lindsey
mechanism to
separate lander
from parachute.

Research: study
how to minimize
drift, design
recovery system
to minimize
James
descent time.
Strategically
select gridded
area to be the
most likely areas
in which the
rocket will fall.

10

Black powder
charges
(main and
redundant)
are
improperly 2
sized.
Parachute
gets caught
during
release.

Carefully
calculating
black powder
charges
based on
vehicle and
payload
2
specs.
Including a
redundant
charge in
case the first
one fails.

Launch vehicle
falls at too high
of a speed,
Drogue parachute
resulting in a
fails to deploy (on
10
failure to meet
time)
recovery kinetic
energy
requirements.

Black powder
charges
(main and
redundant)
are
inappropriate 2
ly sized.
Parachute
gets caught
during
release.

Carefully
calculating
black powder
charges
based on
vehicle and
payload
2
specifications
. Including a
redundant
charge in
case the first
one fails.

Cameras and
other
external
structures
2
are not
securely
mounted to

Carefully
design the
camera
mounts to
have strong
interfaces
with the
vehicle.

Launch vehicle
falls at too high
Main parachute of a speed,
fails to deploy (on resulting in a
time)
failure to meet
recovery
requirements.
Landing
vehicle
safely under
kinetic
energy
requirement

Loss or damage
of components,
Maintaining
which could
Components (i.e.
components
prevent the
sensors, cameras)
8
for
rocket from
fall off rocket
reusability
being reusable
and pose
environmental
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40

Mitigate: study
the ejection
charge sizes
needed to deploy
the parachute.
James
Include a
secondary
redundant
charge in case
the first one fails.

40

Mitigate: study
the ejection
charge sizes
needed to deploy
the parachute.
James
Include a
secondary
redundant
charge in case
the first one fails.

32

Mitigate: design
strong camera
mountings and
conduct force
Myers
analysis on them
-- investigate the
impacts of
aerodynamic

impacts through
scattering
debris.

the vehicle or
lander.

Strength
testing
before flight.

Loss of critical
system
components,
which could
prevent the
rocket from
being reusable
and pose
environmental
effects due to
remaining
debris.

Parachute
lacks weight
to hold itself
down.
Presence of
wind carries
8
the
parachute
away,
beyond the
point of
recovery.

Designing a
mechanism
to prevent
parachute
motion after
flight. Adding
8
parachute
tracker so
that it can be
recovered
despite drift
post-landing.

Obtaining all
hardware
Supply chain
components shortages and
in time for shipping delays
launch

Inability to
construct the
vehicle and
payload as
intended (switch
6
to lower quality
components).
Delays in
fabrication and
testing schedule.

Impacts of
COVID-19
cause labor
and supply
shortages.

There is
nothing our
team can do
to control the
supply chain.
However, the
team can
limit the
8
effects of
shortages by
identifying
backup
components
and ordering
components
early.

Stabilizing
Vehicle
IMUs in
instabilities
rocket
(jerking, jitter)
during flight

Accumulation of
poor/inaccurate
IMU data,
8
making it
difficult to

High
impulsive
forces of
8
rocket during
descent

Parachutes drift
away after
separation

8

10

forces and forces
upon landing.

Securing
IMUs as best
as possible in 6
the vehicle.
Determining
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512

Research: study
methods of
anchoring
parachutes loose
parachutes after
James
descent. Tracking
parachute drift
after descent so
that they can be
recovered.

480

Mitigate/Watch:
develop
components list
early, have a list
of alternatives on Sean
standby, keep an
eye on the status
of supply
chains/markets.

384

Mitigate: design
a secure AV sled
in the Lower
Lindsey
Payload Bay, test
the platform to

determine the
vehicle's true
location.

Securing
cameras on
Vehicle motion
rocket in
(drift, spinning)
proper
orientation

Generation of
low-quality
images that
cannot be
processed
successfully by
the image
8
recognition
framework -inability to
identify vehicle's
aerial location
through image
recognition.

Lower Payload
Bay electronics
(IMUs, cameras,
microcontroller,
non-recovery
Lower
altimeters, etc.)
Payload Bay Heat from motor are unable to
data
interferes with
perform as
8
collection
electronics in
needed.
and
Lower Payload Bay Potential to
processing
entirely
eliminate data
used to
implement
Baseline
Solution 1.

(impulse
provided by
parachute
deployment).

IMU ability to
measure
impulses
accurately.

Fincan/lower
payload bay
motion
during
6
descent
(excessive
spinning due
to instability).

Designing a
system to
provide
further fin8
can stability,
particularly
against
spinning.

Heat from
motor
dissipates
and affects
the
functioning
of payload
data
collection
and
processing
electronics.

Studying heat
signatures
from the
motor
throughout
the rocket
during
interest
launch and
2
subscale
launch.
Determining
the effect of
heat sources
on electronic
components.
Determining
the operating

4
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response to
disturbances.
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384

Research: study
methods of
further stabilizing
the fin can during Lindsey
descent and
investigate their
feasibility.

64

Research: test
heat signatures
created by the
motor at various
places in the
Myers
rocket during
subscale launch,
move electronics
farther from the
motor if needed.

temperature
of electronic
components.

Vehicle
remaining Electronics run
launch ready out of power in
(for 2 hours under two hours
minimum)

Inability of some
electronics to
function during
launch, making
image
recognition,
8
data processing,
and
communication
potentially
impossible.

Failure to point
cameras at
ground during
descent
resulting in
failure to
Imaging or
recognize aerial
filming
Incorrect camera
landmarks.
8
terrain with orientation
Failure to level
high quality
cameras on
lander resulting
in failure to
recognize
ground-level
landmarks.

Electronics
do not have
sufficient
power
supplies to
be running
for over 2
hours.

2

Tipping of fincan during
descent.
Failure of
lander
4
cameras to
self-level
using the
gimbal
mechanism.

Checking
and/or
testing
electronic
equipment 2
battery life
and power
requirements
.

Studying fincan
orientation
from
previous
launches,
interest
launch, and
subscale
launch.
2
Designing
methods of
further
stabilizing
the fin-can.
Testing
gimbal
mechanism
thoroughly in
realistic
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32

Research:
determine the
expected battery
life of all
electronic
components and
Sailor
verify they are
above 2 hours -switch out
components to
longer lasting
ones as needed.

64

Research: test
gimbal
mechanism early
to ensure
cameras will level
successfully;
study typical
Trey
camera views
Lindsey
from rockets
during interest
launch and
subscale launch;
research fin-can
stabilization
methods.

landing
conditions.

Obstruction of
fins resulting in
failure to
recognize aerial
landmarks.
Parachutes, fins, Obstruction of
or other objects lander
8
obstructing view parachute
resulting in
failure to
recognize
ground-level
landmarks.

Collecting
accurate
IMU data

Magnetic field
interfering with
magnetometer

Accumulation of
poor/inaccurate
IMU data,
making it
8
difficult to
determine the
vehicle's true
location.

Cameras are
mounted on
the vehicle
such that fins
are in view.
Lander
parachute
falls on
lander
4
cameras
following its
release.
Other
structures
obstruct the
lander's view
on the
ground.

Electromagne
tic sources
onboard the
rocket
2
interfere with
magnetomet
ers in IMUs.

Mounting
cameras
between fins.
Releasing the
parachute
right after
the lander
hits the
ground. Test
parachute
4
release in
various
weather
conditions
and see how
the
parachute
lands relative
to the lander.

Conduct EMC
testing prior
to launch
day. Study
4
the EMC
properties of
launch
vehicle and
payload
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128

Mitigate: mount
cameras on
rocket between
fins. Design a
Lindsey
parachute
separation
mechanism for
the lander.

64

Mitigate:
conduct and/or
evaluate EMC
properties of the
launch vehicle
Sailor
prior to launch
day. Need to
conduct research
to determine
how to do this.

system
elements.

Accumulation of
poor/inaccurate
IMU data,
making it
8
difficult to
determine the
vehicle's true
location.

IMUs are not
calibrated
properly, due
to lack of
knowledge or
4
lack of skill of
personnel
required to
calibrate
them.

Inability to
communicate
between lander
and vehicle.
Objects obstruct
Inability to
path between
6
determine
rocket and lander
relative location
of vehicle with
respect to
lander.

Significant
object is
located
between the
2
lander and
the vehicle
after the two
systems land.

Improper
calibration of
IMUs prior to
launch

Processing
signals
between
rocket and
lander

Calibrate
IMUs
according to
researched
guidelines.
Practice
calibrating
IMUs ahead
of launch
day. Include 4
thorough
calibration
instructions
in the launch
day check
list. If
possible, test
IMUs one
final time
before flight.

Select
comms
technology
that is robust
4
and that is
effective
despite
obstructions.
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128

Research: study
IMU calibration
procedures;
include detailed
procedures in
launch day
checklist;
thoroughly train Sailor
the personnel
who will be
calibrating the
IMUs (practice
the calibration
several times
beforehand).

48

Research:
research robust
communication
technology that
is capable of
Sailor
passing
through/around
obstacles; design
lander so that its
signals reach

Rocket is out of
transmission
range

Processing
images
effectively

Inability to
communicate
between lander, 10
vehicle, and
ground-station.

Images cannot
successfully be
recognized by
the image
recognition
Poor quality
framework -images (i.e. blurry,
10
inability to
improper views)
identify vehicle's
aerial and/or
ground location
through image
recognition.

Lander drifts
a significant
distance from
4
the vehicle
following
separation.

Minimize
drift time of
the lander
following
separation.
Estimate
likely drift
distances and 4
select comms
technology
that can
operate over
the given
range (if
possible).

Images are
too distorted
to recognize
key
4
landmarks
around the
launch field.

If possible,
create a
robust image
recognition
framework
that can
process and
recognize
distorted
4
landmarks.
Select
landmarks to
recognize
that are very
noticeable
despite
distortion.
Minimize
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160

160

over potential
obstacles.
Research: search
for long-range
communication
options -- select
one that allows
communication
within the range
of the gridded
Sailor
image if possible.
Investigate
passive stability
and control of
launch vehicle to
limit the possible
landing area.
Research:
conduct a
sensitivity study
to determine the
skill of image
recognition
frameworks in
recognizing
distorted and
Nick
cropped objects;
Lindsey
study image
quality when
cameras are in
motion; develop
a tolerance for
camera motion;
work with
structure &
integration to

camera
motion.

Poorly trained
deep learning
framework

Images cannot
successfully be
recognized by
the image
recognition
framework -10
inability to
identify vehicle's
aerial and/or
ground location
through image
recognition.

Failure to
capture
landmarks in
Lander doesn't
camera's field of
level -- landmarks
view -- inability 8
are not in field of
to identify
view
ground location
through image
recognition.

Deep
learning
framework is
not trained
well enough
to recognize
key
landmarks,
4
due to lack of
training time,
lack of deep
learning
knowledge,
or lack of
quality
training data.

Gimbal
mechanism
does not
perform as
expected.
2
Lander is in
too unstable
of a position
to correct
for.

ensure camera
motion is within
tolerance.

Study
alternatives
to deep
learning and
implement
one if
possible.
Select image
recognition
framework
early (by
6
PDR) to allow
time for
creation and
testing. If
deep learning
is selected,
begin
development
early (by
CDR).
Testing the
gimbal
mechanism
thoroughly in
flight-like
2
scenarios,
before and
after
integrating
the gimbal
into the
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240

Research: study
image
recognition
alternatives and
evaluate their
effectiveness. If
deep learning
Nick
must be used,
begin developing
algorithms and
gathering
training data
early (prior to
CDR).

32

Mitigate: test
gimbal early, in a
flight-like
scenario, to
ensure cameras
Trey
will level
successfully;
modify the
system as
needed.

lander
system.

Deploying
Lander

Failure to deploy
lander in an
upright
orientation or
obstruction of
camera due to
tangled
Shock cords get
parachutes.
tangled, failure to
Failure to
8
separate lander
capture
from vehicle
landmarks in
camera's field of
view -- inability
to identify
ground location
through image
recognition.

Shock cords
get caught on
the lander or
on other
2
objects in the
upper
payload bay.

Design lander
without use
of shock
cords.
Carefully
develop a
parachute
and shock
cord
2
integration
strategy.
Include shock
cord
integration
instructions
in the launch
day checklist.

Failure to deploy
lander. Failure
to capture
landmarks in
camera's field of
8
view -- inability
to identify
ground location
through image
recognition.

Failure of
rotary latches
to actuate.
Failure to
send
actuation
2
signal to
lander.
Failure to
detect
altitude of
actuation.

Test latches
ahead of
time for
validation.
Design the
interface
between the 2
lander and
latch so that
the lander
has minimal
chance of
getting stuck.

Upper Payload
Bay rotary latch
fails to release
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32

Mitigate: design
lander without
the use of shock
cords; ensure the
main parachute
shock cord is not
caught on
anything in the
upper payload
bay; carefully
Lindsey
explain shock
cord integration
procedures in the
launch day
checklist and
practice
integration of
these
components
beforehand.

32

Research: study
and test the
electronic
reliability of
electronic rotary
latches; ensure
Lindsey
there is no way
the lander could
get caught within
the latch; include
redundancy if
possible.

Design a
redundant
release if
possible.
Failure to deploy
lander. Failure
to capture
ARRD doesn't
landmarks in
ignite to separate camera's field of
8
lander from main view -- inability
parachute
to identify
ground location
through image
recognition.

Failure to
determine
altitude of
ARRD
actuation.
Failure of
2
actuation
signal to be
sent to ARRD.
Failure of
ARRD to
ignite.

Design a
redundant
release
mechanism
for the
lander
parachute if 6
possible.
Double check
all ARRD
connections
prior to
launch.

Lander falls at
too high of a
Lander parachute speed, resulting
fails to deploy (on in a failure to
10
time)
meet recovery
kinetic energy
requirements.

Failure to
determine
predetermine
d altitude of
lander
parachute
2
deployment
actuation.
Failure of
Jolly Logic to
actuate.

Design a
redundant
release
mechanism
6
for the
lander
parachute if
possible.

Lander falls at
too high of a
speed, resulting
in a failure to
10
meet recovery
requirements.
Loss of
parachute

Force of
parachute on
rotary latches
is too high
2
and causes a
forced
opening.
Premature

Test the latch
release
system
several times
2
before
launch,
particularly in
descent and

Parachute
detaches
prematurely
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96

Mitigate: include
a redundant
release
mechanism/firing
of the ARRD -James
research is
needed to
determine how
this can be done.

120

Mitigate: include
a redundant
release
mechanism in
addition to the
James
Jolly Logic -research is
needed to
determine how
this can be done.

40

Research:
conduct a
thorough analysis
studying the
Lindsey
force of
parachutes on
rotary latches,
select a highly

resulting in
inability for
vehicle-lander
system to be
reusable.

signal is sent
to the rotary
latches
before the
lander lands.

flight-like
conditions.

reliable and
strong latch, test
the latch system
thoroughly
before launch.

Lander fails to
assume upright
orientation,
resulting in
inability to
capture
landmarks in
field of view and
the inability to
Legs fail to deploy determine
8
location postlanding. Damage
to lander
prevents lander
from being
reusable and
debris poses
environmental
impacts.

Hinges and
spring-loaded
mechanisms
2
do not
perform as
expected.

Design and
test the leg
deployment
system early.
Conduct a
force analysis
for the
lander in
different
terrain
2
conditions.
Include
redundant
release
mechanisms
if possible.
Protect the
bottom of
the lander
just in case.

Lander fails to
assume upright
orientation,
resulting in
inability to
capture
8
landmarks in
field of view and
inability to
determine
location post-

Parachute
pulls over the
lander after it
reaches the
ground.
2
Strong winds
cause the
lander to tip
over by itself.

Design
parachute
release
mechanism.
Ensure that
parachute
4
separates
from lander
soon after
landing.
Design lander

Lander topples
over in strong
wind
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32

Mitigate: design
and test leg
deployment
system early, use
redundant
release
mechanisms. If
Trey
there is low
confidence in
reliability,
investigate
landing
alternative
solutions.

64

Transfer: design
parachute
release
mechanism to
Trey
separate
parachute from
lander postlanding.

landing. Damage
inhibits
reusability and
debris poses
environmental
impacts.

Lander topples
over due to
instability

Lander fails to
assume upright
orientation,
resulting in
inability to
capture
landmarks in
field of view and
inability to
8
determine
location postlanding. Damage
inhibits
reusability and
debris poses
environmental
impacts.

Lander does
not have
sufficient
support to
2
hold itself up
on very
unsteady/un
even ground.

to be bottom
heavy to be
stable against
tipping. Test
lander in high
winds.
Conduct a
force analysis
on the lander
to determine
its stability
on different
terrain.
Design lander
to be bottom
heavy so that 2
it is stable
against
tipping. Test
deployments
of lander on
unstable
terrain to
assess
stability.
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32

Research:
conduct a force
analysis of the
lander upon
Trey
landing and
design the lander
to prevent
instabilities.

4.13 Major Design Trades
Throughout preliminary concept analysis, key trade-offs between design decisions
became apparent. These design trade-offs must be studied further before concrete
decisions are made. The trade-offs are discussed in the sections below and will be
explored thoroughly prior to PDR.

4.13.1 Target Apogee
One of the most significant design decisions that remains is the selection of a
target apogee for the launch vehicle. In this competition, the design team is
responsible for selecting the target altitude for apogee and designing the
launch vehicle to achieve this apogee. The possibilities for target apogee are
bounded, as the competition requirements stating that apogee must be
reached between 4,000 and 6,000 ft AGL. The selection of apogee has been
a facet of the student launch competition for a long time. However, there are
advantages and disadvantages to reaching apogee at different heights that
are unique to the payload challenge this year.
There are several arguments that can be made for selecting a higher target
altitude. Most notably, launching the vehicle to a higher altitude provides a
greater field of view which could improve the chances of successfully
identifying landmarks using image recognition. In addition to this, if
weathercocking does inhibit the launch vehicle’s performance, the vehicle
should still reach apogee within a 4,000 to 6,000 ft altitude range, assuming
it was designed to reach the upper end of the range under favorable
conditions.
On the contrary, there are several arguments that can be made against
selecting a higher target altitude. Most notably, the launch vehicle will take
longer to descend from a higher altitude, which can cause it to drift farther
away during recovery. As a result, this could cause the launch vehicle to drift
outside the specified launch field and/or increase accumulation of error in
IMU data during descent. In addition to this, targeting a higher apogee limits
the allowable size of the payload, which limits the specifications of the lander.
The lander needs to be tall to have a good field of view on the ground, and it
should be relatively heavy to provide stability against winds. If a higher
apogee is targeted, lander success may be limited due to weight restrictions.

4.13.2 Lander vs. Ground-Deployed Camera
Another key design trade is the decision between deploying a lander or a
ground-deployed camera. The lander has already been prioritized in the
Baseline Solution based on potentially unresolvable failure modes associated
with ground deployment. However, there are still disadvantages with the
lander that could be obviated by selecting a system that is deployed after the
launch vehicle lands. These trade-offs are summarized in this section.
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The lander is favorable compared to the launch vehicle because its stability
and deployment are much more controllable through design. There are
problematic uncertainties associated a ground-system from the launch
vehicle post-landing. Most notably, there is no way to prevent the launch
vehicle from landing somewhere unfavorable, such as an irrigation ditch,
where deployments may be difficult or impossible. While ground-systems can
be designed strategically to be deployed in various ground environments and
orientations, these modifications greatly increase the complexity of the
system. The design team determined that it would likely be easier to deploy
a lander, as this would obviate failure modes associated with the instability,
unevenness, and depth of the terrain. Even if the lander falls on unstable
ground, stability can be reasonably controlled through the design of legs and
support systems. In contrast, unfavorable terrain could completely restrict
the launch vehicle’s ability to deploy a payload.
However, selecting a lander over a ground-deployed systems does have its
own set of complications. Most notably, the lander requires several complex
recovery maneuvers and deployments to be successful. The team has some
confidence in the ability to do this, due to previous knowledge from last
year’s competition lander payload and plenty of examples of NASA’s own
space mission landers. Landers have a plethora of heritage, while grounddeployed payloads have less heritage.

In addition to this, using a system that separates from the rocket introduces
some greater complexity when determining the launch vehicle’s location.
Even if image recognition can be used to pinpoint the exact location of the
lander, it likely will not be able to determine the exact location of the launch
vehicle. Ideally, the lander will not drift too far from the launch vehicle
following separation, but it could land within a separate grid square even if it
does not drift far. For this reason, to determine the launch vehicle’s true
location using a lander, the lander must determine its location with respect
to the launch vehicle.
Despite the challenges associated with the lander, the lander was still chosen
as the most viable solution. This is because the challenges associated with the
lander were deemed to be more resolvable than those associated with
ground-deployed systems. However, the design team may opt to switch
design concepts in favor of a ground-deployed system by PDR. This design
trade will remain open until then, as further work may suggest that the
ground-deployed system is simpler to implement than the lander.
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5.

STEM Engagement
5.1

Purpose and Description of STEM Engagement
The purpose of STEM engagement events is to provide K-12 students with the opportunity to
learn about rocketry, current NASA projects, the engineering design cycle, and other STEM
topics. Students shall be exposed to many of the current issues in STEM fields. HPRC aims to
increase student interest in STEM and encourage students to pursue STEM careers.
A mixture of both in-person and virtual engagement events will be held throughout the year.
The team is equipped to hold STEM engagement events using both virtual and in person
settings. The team has access to both Zoom and Google Meet online meeting software which
the team plans to use to easily connect with students. The ability to hold virtual meetings has
also provided the team with the opportunity to hold events with schools and organizations
which are not located within the Raleigh area.

STEM engagement events are held in conjunction with local schools, museums, and
community organizations. Events will include presentations about our team, NASA Projects,
as well as interactive demonstrations. Furthermore, students will be given hands-on activities
in order to provide an opportunity to directly utilize what they have learned. In past years,
these activities have included helping elementary and middle school students construct straw
rockets or bottle rockets, as well as assisting high-school engineering students in building and
launching low power model rockets of their own. Some of these events, such as straw rockets,
are possible to conduct in a virtual setting. This will allow students to still be engaged even in
a virtual environment.
Requirement 1.5 states that the team shall engage a minimum of 250 people in Educational
Direct Engagement events. The events detailed in section 5.2 below already exceed this
number. Additionally, the team has begun to reach out to other schools and organizations in
order to plan additional events. Last year the team engaged 308 students in STEM
engagement activities. This year the team hopes to exceed this number. Additionally, the
team plans to conduct evaluations of STEM engagement events in order to improve them.
After events, participants will be sent surveys asking for feedback on how events can be
improved.

5.2

Planned STEM Engagement Events

5.2.1 Astronomy Days
Astronomy Days in an event hosted by the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences in
late January. The team helps host an amateur rocketry booth in conjunction with the
Tripoli Rocketry Association. Students will be shown the construction of high-powered
rockets and team members will talk about NASA Student Launch and how visitors can get
involved with local rocket launches. The attendance level of this event varies but the team
expects to reach approximately 1000 students.

5.2.2 East Chapel Hill High School Engineering Classes
East Chapel Hill High School offers a class in aerospace engineering. As a part of the class
students learn about the forces of flight and complete a project where they design and
build their own low power rockets. Team members shall give students a presentation
about the NASA Student Launch competition as well as discuss rocket design and
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construction procedures. Then, students will be assisted in launching the rockets that they
have designed with an emphasis on safe launching procedures. This event will take place
in the fall and is expected to include approximately 60 students.

5.2.3 Lacy Elementary STEM Night
Lacy Elementary holds a STEM night in the spring where professionals from STEM
industries can present about the topics they work on. The team will give a short
presentation about rocketry and how our rockets are designed and built. Team members
will then also lead students through the activity of building and flying either straw rockets
or water bottle rockets. The expected attendance of this event is 175 students.

6.

Project Plan
6.1

Development Schedule
Ta ble 6-1

2021-2022 NASA Student Launch Schedule

Event/Task

Start Date

End Date/Submission

Request for Proposal Released

August 21, 2021

N/A

Proposal

August 21, 2021

September 20, 2021, 8 a.m. CDT

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) Report
Q&A

October 7, 2021

N/A

PDR

October 7, 2021

November 1, 2021, 8 a.m. CDT

Sub Scale Launch Opportunity

October 23, 2021

October 24, 2021

PDR Teleconference

November 2, 2021

November 23, 2021,

Critical Design Review (CDR) Report Q&A

November 30, 2021

N/A

CDR

November 30, 2021

January 3, 2022, 8 a.m. CDT

CDR Teleconference

January 6, 2022

January 26, 2022

Flight Readiness Review (FRR) Report

January 27, 2022

N/A

FRR

January 27, 2022

March 7, 2022, 8 a.m. CDT

Full Scale Launch Opportunity

February 19, 2022

February 20, 2022

FRR Teleconference

March 9, 2022

March 23, 2022

Launch Window (Not Traveling to
Huntsville)

April 5, 2022

May 9, 2022

Post Launch Assessment Review (PLAR)
for those not traveling to Huntsville

April 5, 2022

14 Days After Launch
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Launch Week Q&A

April 6, 2022

N/A

Travel to Huntsville

April 20, 2022

N/A

Launch Readiness Review (LRR)

April 20, 2022

April 21, 2022

Launch Week Activities

April 21, 2022

April 22, 2022

Launch Day

April 23, 2022

N/A

Back up Launch Day

April 24, 2022

N/A

PLAR due for teams that traveled to
launch week

April 25, 2022

May 9, 2022, 8 a.m. CDT

6.2

Budget

Table 6-2 below details the year-long budget for the 2021-2022 NASA Student Launch
competition.

Table 6-2

2021-2022 NASA Student Launch Competition Budget
Item

Subscale
Structure

Quantity

Price per
Unit

Item Total

Aerotech I435T-14A

2

$56.00

$112.00

Aero Pack 38mm Retainer

1

$27.00

$27.00

Motor Casing

1

$340.00

(Already own) $0.00

38mm G12 Airframe, Motor Tube

1

$64.00

$64.00

4" Phenolic Airframe, 3 Slots

1

$33.50

$33.50

4" Phenolic Airframe

2

$26.00

$52.00

4" Phenolic Coupler

4

$21.00

$84.00

Plastic 4" 4:1 Ogive Nosecone

1

$23.00

$23.00

Rail Buttons

4

$2.50

$10.00

U-Bolts

4

$1.00

$4.00

Blast Caps

4

$2.50

$10.00

Terminal Blocks

3

$7.00

$21.00

Paint

1

$100.00

$100.00

Key Switches

2

$12.00

$24.00
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Subtotal:

Full scale
Structure

$541.42

6" G12 Airframe, Full Length (60"), 3
Slots

1

$264.00

$264.00

6" G12 Airframe, Half Length (30")

1

$114.00

$114.00

3"/75mm G12 Motor Tube, 22" length

1

$37.00

$37.00

6” G12 Coupler 14” Length

1

$70.00

$70.00

6" G12 Coupler 12" Length

1

$60.00

$60.00

6" Fiberglass 4:1 Ogive Fiberglass
Nosecone

1

$149.95

$149.95

Domestic Birch Plywood 1/8"x2x2

8

$14.82

$118.56

Aerotech 75/3840 Motor Case

1

$360.00

(Already own) $0.00

75 mm Motor Retainer

1

$72.00

$72.00

Rail Buttons

4

$2.50

$10.00

U-Bolts

4

$1.00

$4.00

Aerotech L1150R-PS

2

$224.00

$448.00

Aerotech 75mm Forward Seal Disk

1

$37.50

$37.50

Blast Caps

4

$2.50

$10.00

Terminal Blocks

3

$7.00

$21.00

Paint

1

$150.00

$150.00

Key Switches

2

$12.00

$24.00

Subtotal:

Payload

$1,590.01

Arducam Camera w/fisheye lens

4

$29.00

$116.00

Rasberrry Pi multi-camera adapter
board

1

$50.00

$50.00

Rasberrry Pi model 3

1

$35.00

$35.00

5V battery supply

1

$40.00

$40.00

Accelerometer

1

$8.00

$8.00

915 MHz transceiver

2

$6.00

$12.00

200 mm T8 Lead Screw

4

$10.99

$43.96
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1" OD carbon fiber tube 24" long

4

$39.99

$159.96

Stepper motor

4

19.95

79.8

Aluminum sheet metal

1

21.48

21.48

1/4" thick acrylic Sheet 24x48

1

55.37

55.37

A4988 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier

4

5.99

55.37

Arduino uno

1

17.6

55.37

Accelerometer

1

$15.95

$15.95

Stratologger CF Altimeter

2

$69.95

(Already Own) $0.00

ARRD

1

$119

$119

Threaded Rods

3

$6.88

$20.64

U-bolt

1

$2.66

$2.66

T-track

2

$33.50

$67.00

Southco Latch

2

$62.50

$125.00

Wheels

1

$10.59

$10.59

Subtotal:

Standoffs

1

Iris Ultra 120" Parachute

1

Stainless Steel Quick Links

14

$1.97

$27.58

26.7

$6.35

$169.55

Black powder

1

$17.95

$17.95

E-matches

1

$80.25

$80.25

Shear Pins

1

$1.00

$1.00

StratoLogger CF

2

$49.46 (Already Own) $0.00

Classic Elliptical 18" Parachute

1

$57.17 (Already Own) $0.00

6" Deployment Bag

1

$46.23

$46.23

18" Nomex Cloth

1

$24.00

$24.00

Eggfinder TX Transmitter

1

$70.00 (Already own) $0.00

5/8 inch Kevlar Shock Cord (yard)

Recovery
and
Avionics

$1,093.23

$10.99

$10.99

$541.97 (Already own) $0.00
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Eggfinder TX Reciever

1

$55.00 (Already own) $0.00

4" Deployment Bag

1

$43.00

$43.00

13" Nomex Cloth

1

$16.00

$16.00

Subtotal:

Miscell.

Travel

$436.55

Epoxy Resin

2

$86.71

$173.42

Epoxy Hardener

2

$45.91

$91.82

Nuts (box)

1

$5.50

$5.50

Screws (box)

1

$5.00

$5.00

Washers

1

$5.00

$5.00

Wire

1

$13.00

$13.00

Zip Ties

1

$11.00

$11.00

3M Electrical Tape

4

$8.00

$32.00

9V Batteries

2

$14.00

$28.00

Wood Glue

2

$3.00

$6.00

Rubber Bands

1

$5.00

$5.00

Paper Towels

1

$25.00

$25.00

Battery Connectors

3

$5.00

$15.00

Shipping

$1,000.00

Incidentals (replacement tools,
hardware, safety equipment)

$1,500.00

Subtotal:

$2,915.74

Student Hotel Rooms – 4 nights (#
rooms)

4

$791.70

$3,166.80

Mentor Hotel Rooms – 4 nights (#
rooms)

3

$1,178.10

$3,534.30

Van Rentals (# cars)

2

$198.00

$396.00

1144

$0.60

$686.40

Gas (Miles)
Subtotal:
T-Shirts

$7,783.50
40

$14.00
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Polos
Stickers/Pens

Promotion

Banner

30

$25.00

$750.00

500

$0.37

$185.00

1

$250.00

$250.00

Subtotal:

$1,745.00

Total Expenses:

$16,105.37

Figure 6-1

6.3

Pie Graph of the 2021-2022 Competition Budget

Funding Plan
HPRC receives all funds from multiple NC State University organizations as well as North
Carolina Space Grant (NCSG). Below is a breakdown of the team’s current funding sources.
The NC State University Student Government Association’s Appropriations Committee is
responsible for distributing university funds to campus organizations. Each semester the
application process consists of a proposal, presentation, and an in-person interview. During
the 2020-2021 academic year, HPRC received a total of $1,950: $750 in the fall semester and
$1,200 in the spring semester. A request for $750 has been placed for the current fall
semester and $1,350 will be requested in the spring semester, assuming that the
Appropriations Committee budget will remain the same.
Educational and Technology Fee is an NC State University fund that allocates funding for
academic enhancement through student organizations. Their funding of about $1,500 will
primarily pay for the team’s faculty advisors travel costs.
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Student and mentor travel costs will be covered by NC State’s College of Engineering
Enhancement Funds. These funds come from a pool of money dedicated to supporting
engineering extracurriculars at NC State. The total travel cost for university affiliated
attendees comes to an estimated $5,500.
In addition to funding through NC State organizations, North Carolina Space Grant will provide
a large amount of monetary support to the club. NCSG accepts funding proposals during the
fall semester and teams can request up to $5,000 for participation in NASA competitions.
NCSG will review the proposal and inform the club of the amount awarded, which will likely
be the full amount requested. These funds will be available for use starting November 2020.
In the past, HPRC has held sponsorships with Collins Aerospace, Jolly Logic, and more. The
team is currently seeking out new sponsorships and reaching out to past sponsors. The team
hopes to gain a couple thousand dollars more in funding from various companies.
Currently we have entered a partnership with Gumby’s Pizza, where they donate a portion of
their proceeds to us for a single day. The first day is September 24th, and if it goes well, we
plan to renew the partnership and engage in similar ones through the website
Groupraise.com.

These totals are listed in Table 6-3 below, which compares the projected costs and incoming
grants for the 2021-2022 school year.

Table 6-3
Organization

Project Costs for 2021-2022 Competition

Fall Semester Amount

Spring Amount

School Year Total

Engineering Technology
Fee

-

-

$1,500.00

SGA Appropriations

$330.00

$1,350.00

$1,680.00

Sponsorships

-

-

$2,400

NC Space Grant

-

-

$5,000.00

College of Engineering

-

-

$5,500.00

Total Funding:

$16,080.00

Total Expenses:

$16,105.37

Difference:

$25.37

6.4

Sustainability Plan
To sustain the Club as an organization, the team must focus on new member recruitment and
retention. The team must also maintain a positive relationship with the Eastern North
Carolina rocketry community. The club achieves these through:
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•
•
•
•

University-sponsored recruitment events
Club enrichment
North Carolina Rocketry volunteer opportunities
Community outreach

HPRC recruits new members in the Fall and Spring semesters through several university
sponsored club exposure events. During these events, current Club members advertise the
Club by describing the Student Launch competition and rocketry in general, with a focus on
this year’s specific project along with our other underclassmen focused projects. In addition
to these events, the Club is advertised on all the team’s social media outlets. By using these
resources, the club typically recruits over one hundred new members per year.

The Club also strives to retain new members once they join. In order to engage new members
in past years, the Club has conducted enrichment opportunities such as an underclassmenled interest launch in the beginning of the Fall semester. This semester we can bring it back
due to a reduction in COVID-19 restrictions. The club will be hosting our interest launch event
on September 25th this year. The club has also continued the underclassmen focused project
call Experimental Payload. The Experimental Payload team allows underclassmen to lead a
project throughout the year with guidance from older members of the club. This year
Experimental Payload is designing an airbrake system for an old subscale rocket.
Additionally, the Club focuses on community relations, especially with local hobby rocketry
enthusiasts. Throughout the competition year, Club members volunteer at local Tripoli Low
Powered launches with the team’s mentor, Alan Whitmore. At these launches, Club members
assist with set-up and tear-down, all while learning from those with experience building
hobby rockets. Providing help for these launches ensures access to a variety of resources for
help and advice in designing the team’s rockets. In addition to events in the rocketry
community, the Club works with local schools and museums through outreach events as
described in Section 5.
HPRC is largely self-sufficient, as all manufacturing equipment and materials are available
onsite in the facilities described in Section 2.1. If any additional resources are required, the
team will communicate with the team mentors listed in Section 1.1 for assistance in working
towards a solution. In addition, the Club uses stable, regularly scheduled funding sources as
described in Section 6.3 to ensure a sustainable availability of fund.
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